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New student center
grand opening set
by David Scannell

The grand opening of the student
center is slated for Saturday, December
7 at noon , according to Jim Peacock ,
director of student activities.
The day 's events will begin with a
noon luncheon for student leaders ,
faculty, administration , and trustees.
President William Cotter will address
th e group.
In addition , Jeff Rile y, Ihe
building 's architect will speak , according lo Peacock.
During the luncheon , the "Colby 's
8V the "Colbyettes " and "Tuxedo
Junction " will perform. Topping off
the luncheon will be a speech by 'C.
Shaw Smith , a retired student union
director.
Beginning at 1:30 p.m., two 30
minute tours of the buildin g will be
given by Riley.
Following the tours , all members of
the Colby community are invited to a
"Ha 'Penney " puppet show , sa i d
Peacock. The "Colby Clowns" will
also perform at this time.
At 5 p.m., Rick Bausman will perform , in the Spa. Followi ng the
Bausman set , at 6 p.m., Eric Rolfson ,
Man Harrlev , and Scot t Perry will
sing.

Beginning at 7 p.m. in the community room , a Portland based vaudevillian
group, the Wright Brothers , will begin
their act.
At 8p.m., Shaw -will present his
magic act. The evening will conclude
with a 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. performance
of "T.J. Wheeler and ihe Smokers" in
the community room,
When asked whal changes the student center would mean for the campus . Peacock said , "I think the most
important thing the student center will
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change is day to day student life.
"The building is designed in such a
way that it gives students a place to go
between classes. After you get your
mail , you 'll have a place to. go. People go back to their rooms now. I don 't
know where they go. It 's going to
change their habits. "
**
"It 's goi ng to be a real subtle , but
real st rong change ," he said.
Peacock said that the ^student 's
adaptability to various social functions
is another positive aspect * of the
building. "There could be comedians ,
every type of band , plays , dinner
th eater , and ballet.
"There 's no end to what we could
h ave in that facility, " he said.
Peacock stated that with the opening of the new student center , some
new rules will be put into effect. According to Peacock , reservations for

Raymond
resigns

Harold C. "Chris " Raymond has
resigned as head football coach at Colby College. President William R. Cot' ter announced yesterday that the col\
lege will begin immediately to form a
search co mmittee to find his
replacement.
Colby's football players were informed of the resignation at an early
morning meeting in Robert 's Union
yesterday.
According to sources, Raymond did
not attend the meeting. Cotter and
Athletic Director Richard McGee,
however , were in attendence and addressed the group.
The source described sentiments
among
team members as mixed , sayv.
ing that some believed that the decision
was made in haste.
Coach Ch ris Raymond announced his resignation yesterday.
He said that some players believed
that the resignation was forced. He
also told the Echo that Raymond' s
behavior during halftime of the October 9 Middlebury game was not a
from ." The other questionable period
lib rary at 10:30 p.m. and the number
factor in the resignation.
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Will Miller stay op en 'til 1 a.m. ?

by Rebecca Watts
The library will remain open until 1
a.m. beginning November 25 if the
Board of Governors has its way. The
Board voted at a recent meeting to exte nd the library 's current 11 p.m. closine to 1 a. m..
However , Francis Parker , the
lib ra ry 's assistant director of public
services , I old the Echo that the library
staff was not informed of the Board' s
desire to keep the building open until
she read an article about the proposal
in the October 31 Echo.
After reading the article. Parker
sa id , the staff began recording statistics
regarding the library usage. The staff
has paid part icular at tention to the
number of people remainin g in the
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McG ror y descries public apath y
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Although Johnson Pond has yat ot freeze over, Colby experienced
a touch of winter with last week' s snowfall.

"I have begun to wonder whal peo- sion to the Reagan Administration and
ple care about , or if they care at all. " a post Vietnam and Watergate "fall
Those were the words Pulitze r Prize- off, " McGrory said , "I still hear from
w i nning , Washington Post columnist some readers who share my indignaMary. McGrory delivered during her tion at seeing their tax dollars at work
acceptance speech at Friday 's Lovcjoy in Nicaragua killing peasants , or nt
Convocation . McGrory is the thirty- U .S. support of the murderous Chilea n
third recipien I of Colby 's Elijah Parish dictatorship we helped put into place,
Lovejoy Award ,
or at spending billions for worthless
In her sp eec h , she addressed "the weapons nnd peanuts for food for poor
absence of passion " in the relationship children.
between newspapers and their renders.
"But they make no comment about
Assigning blame to bot h sides , the education secrclnry who vehementMcGrory said she did not know ly champions the rights of private
"whether it begins . with us or with schools when public schools should be
them , whether we've stopped writing his first concern. "
it right or whether readers simply don 't
Using n Soviet proposal to ban
enre an ymore. "
nuclear testin g ns nn example,
Attributin g some of the lack of pas- McGrory pointed out that the press is

also responsible for a lack of passion.
"My friend Congressman Ed
Markcy (D. Mi A) thinks the press clearly deserved the blame for that blank.
He points out thai the test ban proposal was on page one for one day, was
kicked to page 18 the second , and
hasn 't been seen since. "
McGrory cited other examples of the
publ ic 's lack of passion. "...Th e
Washington Post printed a story about
a CIA plan , approved by the President ,
for the subversion of the government
of Libya. "
"To some of us , it meant lhat the
CIA was ready to go down the 'rogue
elephant ' road again , back to the
disrepute of past years so copiously

Off the Hill

Carigna n in seclusion

The whereabouts of James Carignan , the dean of Bates College who was
shot in the back October-21 , remains a mystery . According to Bates administratio n , Carignan has not been in contact with them since his November 2 hospital
release, said Stuart Greene, Bates ' director of news and information.
"I really have no idea where he might be. I haven 't spoken with the family
for sometime now. He may have gone on vacation for ail 1 know ," Greene said.
F. Celeste Branham , acting dean of the College, was unable to comment on
the length of Carignan 's leave of absence.
"All I can really say is that he has taken an extended leave of absence, and
I really cannot say when he'll come back ," she said.
Cain Rollins , a Bates junior , was arrested November 1 and charged with attempted murder in the Eighth District Court in Lewiston.

Hotline disconnected

After four semesters of frustrating work , the Bowdoin Crisis Intervention
Hotline has been disconnected.
Student organizers Lindsay Baden and Nicky DeBruyn and the 15 other
volunteers decided three weeks ago that the hotline was not beneficial to Bowdoin students. Other new , student-run organizations have successfully taken
its place.
Baden said , "The purpose of the hotline was to provide an outlet for students
seeking help, an alternative to what had existed before . We wanted to give people
with any type of problem someone to turn to and talk to.
"We trained the people working on the Line to listen to the caller 's problems
and give thern information oirplaces where they could get help," said DeBruyn.
She said she wanted students to feel uninhibited about calling the Line, knowing that their problems would be listened to and understood by fellow students.
Unfortunately, Bowdoin students never took advantage of this alternative
help. The student volunteers became frustrated and disgruntled because the Line
was only used 25 times last year and hardly any have called this semester.

"Last week's snowfall covered the Colby campus in a blanket oi white. Many students took advan-

tage of the season 's f i rst s now by build i ng sno wm en and pelting uns uspecting Do mi no 's delivery

men with snow balls.

Food surve y results mean dining hall chan ges
by Wendy Dauphinais
The elimination of added salt and
greasy, fried foods is just one step
Seiler's is planning on taking in
response to student complaints raised
in a recent food survey. The survey was
conducted by the food chairs of Colby 's four commons.

The survey, according to Chaplin
food chair Arlene Karsarjian , also
revealed that the major part of the student body wants Seiler's to slop concentrating on the extras and to start
focusing on producing good entrees .
"This was a survey done by the
students , and for the students. It was
an outlet for frustrations about the

food , and the students were quite
honest in stating their opinions ," she
said.

The results of the survey have been
analyzed , and the food chairs are
working in conjunction with Ted
M ayer, the director of dining services,
in order to deal with any complaints.
Mayer said that the food survey has
several purposes. "First , it helps each
dining hall manager know how the
students view the food. Second, it helps
determine the common problems
amongst the dining halls. Most importantly, it helps the food service chairs
pinpoint problems in each commons.

hours and get credit there, in place of
eating at the dining halls.

Stan Nicholson , administrative vicepresident , said that he is working with
Mayer for an alternative to the twentyone meal plan. Nicholson said , "This
is a major issue which involves much
research. In order to effectively study
the alternatives we have form ed a committee of four poeple to work with the
head of the committee , Meg
Frymoyer. "

A second possibility is to have the
equivalent meal values, but extend the
dining hours in the Spa. If a student
missed a meal at his dining hall , there
would be certain extra hours that he
could get credit for his missed meal at
the Spa.

. At this time the committee has
discussed three alternatives to the current meal plan. Frymoyer says , "One
possibility is labeled equivalent meal
values." This would allow students to
go into the Spa during normal dining

The last idea is to have a multiple
meal plan where at the beginning of the
year , students select ten , fi fteen , or
twenty-one meals per week. Mayor
said , "If this plan was enacted , it
would increase the administrative costs
and there would be a need to install an

I.D. system into the dining halls which
would resort to additional expenses. "
"In order to choose the right meal
plan ," Frymoyer said , "we will be sending out another survey for the
students , and the committee plans on
traveling around to different colleges
to compare various meal plafi
systems."
The food chairs stress that when you
have grievances about the food , don 't
keep quiet about-it. Contact your food
chairs so they may solve the problems.
Mayor feels , "There is a need to
develop a rapport between the students
and the food chairs , so they can take
action. "

lecture , during which about half of the
audience exited. He then returned to
answer questions. Most of the questions asked were an effort to clarify on
points Leary had made during the
lecture.
Dr. Timothy Leary was popular in
the sixties for his popular phrase
"Tune In , Turn On , Drop Out , "
which he claims was meant to en-

courage people to think for themselves .
At one time , Leary was a professor of
psychology at Harvard , but he was
asked to leave after controversy surrounding his drug experiments. Leary
is also the author of "Flashback ," an
autobiography. He now divides his
time between lecturing and his software
company. Leary lives in Hollywood ,
California.

by Bill Derry
Nancy Clark , well known sports
nutritionist , lectured on many aspects
of her specialty Monday night on campus. Clark is known for her regular
columns in "Runner " magazine , her
book "The Athlete 's Kitchen , " and
her nutrition counseling at Sports
Medicine Brookline where she has
worked with recreational athletes as
well ,as Olympic competitors.
In the course of her lecture , Clark
outlined the major ideas in "The
Athlete 's Kitchen , " and dispelled
many common misconceptions about
nutrition , She covered such topics as
dieting to lose weight , healthy eating
habits , nutritionally sound food , nn d
eating
for
optimal
athletic
performance.
Addressing the question of dieting,
Clark attempted to point out some
commonly believed myths. She stressed the importance of including carbohydrates in our diet nnd dismissed
the. idea lhat "starches are fattening. "
Fats , she added have rnorc than twice
( he amount of calories per gra m of
food (nine) then either carbohydrates

or proteins (four each). Clark also attacked many dieting methods. Missing
meals or starving oneself, she told the
audience , arc inappropriate ways to
lose weight , and can even be selfdefeating. After going through regular
periods of starvation , the body learns
to store much of the energy it ultimately receives into fat in order to protect
itself from future starvation. For those
wanting to lose weight , she suggested
eating three regular meals a day. and
exercisin g to burn off extra calories.
Another commonly believed fallacy
Clark addressed was that those lookPafie 7

Think f or yourself ; q uestion auth ority, ' says Leary

by Teri Scally
"Think for yourself; question
authority, "was the message given by
Dr, Timothy Leary to an audience of
about 350 who attended his lecture
Wednesday, November 13. The lecture
was sponsored by the Stu-A Cultural
Life Committee.
Leary said that although he has
changed over the years, his goal has remained the same - "to encourage and
empower you to think for yourself. '*
Leary continued the lecture , describing the technologies of thought that led
man to difficulties in thinking for
himself.
The tribal tradition of oral history,
according to Leary, put power in the
older generations and encouraged the
young to memorize and recall information , rather than to express their

thoughts. Leary went on to say that in
the feudal age,"there was no need to
think or yoursel f, God did all the
thinking for you."
Leary then began discussing the
Biblical story of the Adam and Eve,
stating that he was "proud that the
first two humans ate, defiant of
authority.
He continued with his description of
technologies, citing industrialization as
another menace in the fight for independent thought. In industrial society, there was "no one thinking on their
own in an assembly line," said Leary.
Leary spent most of the rest of the
evening discussing the computer and
how it is useful in bringing about independent thought. He termed the personal computer a "mind mirror...that
has no whys, but just reflects what is."

Leary, who is the president of Futique , a software company, stated that
personal computers should be available
to all classes of people. "They should
be cheaper than a pair of Nikes," said
Leary, because they are"functional in
increasing individual intelligence. "
Leary drew an analogy between the
function of software in a computer and
he function of drugs on the mind. He
stated that there is no effective way of
changing the mind except through
drugs, which , like software, are popped into the body and cause it to react.
Leary, who called himself a "nuts
and bolts " person , said that his interest
in drugs, "continues to this day." He
also stated , at a reception preceding the
lecture, that he uses "every illegal drug
at least once a year. "
Leary took a ten minute break in his

Echo editors seek salaries
The co-editors-in-chief and business
manager of the Echo requested annual
salaries of $1,200 each before last evening 's meeting of the Board of
Govenors, Results of the meeting were
unavaila ble at presstime,
According to David Scannell, a cocditor-in-chicf , the salary requests are
justified "because the natures of the
jobs are such that they demand time
commitments that often exceed 30
hours per week."
Scannell also cited the Echo's "unique quality" as justification. The Echo
is the only school organization ," he
said, "that produces a tangible pro-

duct for students on a weekly basis;
and ,in a sense, it is the only face Colby presents to alumni , parents, and the
Waterville community with any degree
of frequency. "
Scannell also said t hat Colby would
not be alone in paying its editors. "The
editor-in-chief of the Bates Student
receives $1,800 per year to edit the
Bat es paper, " he said.
When asked whether paying the
Echo editors would set a dangerous
precedent, Scanned said, "I think it
would sel a precedent, however, Idon't
think it would be a dangerous one.
What our request will do is force the

college to sit back and ask itself
whether the re are st udent s out t here
who carry an extra heavy extracurr icular burden.
"If other organizational leaders can
adequately defend their request, Ith ink
they should be paid, " he said.
Finally, Scannell said that precedent
to pay students may already have been
set. "I know of at least two student
positions- the secretary to the Stu-A executive board and the program director for the Winter Activities
Association- that arc -salarie d
positions. "

Good eatin g vital

The Colby Echo, founded in 1877, is
published weekly on Thursdays except during vacations nnd exam periods, by the
•students of Colby College. The views cxt pressed arc nol necessarily those of the student body, faculty or administration , nor
are views expressed In letters or commentaries necessarily those of the Echo,

Office hours
. i
Mon.-Tucs. 1-4 p.m. and by chance or
appointment , Phone at 872-3348,

Drinking games staple of Colby social life
cucohcl affects each individual difwhich players shake dice in a cup and
ferently, the extent of its damages is
try to beat the roll of the person before
unpredictable.
them, or "Chug Boat," in which
'Apart from the physical dangers
players choose a particular character
created by drinking games, Norsworon T.V.'s "The Love Boat" and must
take a drink when their character ap- e
rTg^-^ TiM^H^Miii iniiHn ^T^
pears, are based largely on chance.
In these games, a player's ability to
lie convincingly ("Mexican") or the
relative insignificance of his or her
character in the particular episode of
"Love Boat" is usually the only hope
of staying more sober-than anybody
R
MAIN ST.
else.
On the more serious side of things,
drinking games can be considerably
dangerous . According to BAR.
representative and physicians' assistant
Ann Norsworthy, drinking games,
because they force players to drink
large quantities in short time spans,
always create risks of ingesting
cross country p ackage
dangerously high amounts of alcohol. a
Norsworthy said that, outside the
immediate hazards resulting from loss
of coordination which can lead to
Tiak Nowax Skis
physical injury, there is also the U
possibility that players will lapse into
unconsciousness or even into an
Pin .Binding

The weekend drinking scene at Colby, or rather the weekly drinking scene,
has seen its share of innovations, which
primarily serve as new and exciting atmospheres and activities that provide
jittery college students with excuses for
getting ''blotto." Although these innovations may take the form of
mystery concoction punch, or theme
parties, the familiar stand-by and overr
whelming favorite seems to be drinking games.
Most students are probably familiar
with such stand-outs as "quarters ,"
"beer pong," "beer die," "Mexican,"
and have probably either participated
in or watched them in action. The
games that involve some skill, such as
bouncing a quarter into a glass or aiming at another player's cup of beer in
"beer pong." of" beer die,"take their
toll as the players' ability to perform
these skills deteriorates in proportion
to the amount of alcohol they have
consumed. Since a player's intake of
alcohol depends on his skills, someone
who is a poor quarters player is doomed to become "smashed" from the
outset of the game.
Other games such as Mexican , in
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alcoholic coma ; She added that since

Norsworthy characterized drinking
games as "a sad form of recreation,"
and said that there are plenty of other
avenues available here in Waterville, if
people would only look for them.

thy said, the atmosphere of fast and
heavy drinking can lead the participants to do things that may be
socially unacceptable, embarrassing or
'
offensive.
-
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could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
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received by the communications center
by David Scannell '
October
26 at 3:11 a.m., according to
In what may have been simply a
a
security
report obtained by the Echo.
hoax influenced by the October 21
According
to Earl Smith , dean of the
shooting of James Carignan , dean of
college,
"Paul
Johnston (Colby 's
Bates College, a call threatening a
housing
was
co-ordinator)
got an
faculty
member of the Colby

'Glamour ' seeks top ten
Colby women are encouraged to participate in Glamour magazine's 1986 Top
Ten College Women Competition, according to Peter Kingsley, director of public
affairs .
The competition is open to all women enrolled in an accredited college or
university as of the application deadline, December 13,1985. Winners will be
chosen 'on the basis of their solid records of achievement in academic studies
and/or in extracurricular activities on campus or in the community, ' according to the editors of Glamour.
The 1986 Top College Women will appear in Glamour 's August College issue.
In addition , the women will receive an all-expenses-paid trip to New York City
where they will meet professionals in their area of interest.
Women interested in applying, can obtain more information-and an entry
blank from the Career Services Office.
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anonymous phone call at home" that
was threatening in tone.
Smith said that he was notified that
morning that a call had been received.
According to. the security log, the addresses of Smith; Janice Seitzinger,
dean of students; Joyce McPhetresMaisel, associate dean of students; and
Mark Serdjenian , assistant dean of
students, were recorded, and the
Waterville police were notified.
Smith said, however, that no car was
dispatched to his house.

intruder
sought

"A couple of suspects" are currently
under investigation in connection with
last Monday 's dorm intruder incident
in which an unidentified man entered
the rooms of at least 12 women between 3 and 6 a.m. , according to Peter
Chenevert , director of Safety and
Security.
Saying he did not want to reveal any
more details about the on going investigation , Chenevert did state that i
Safety and Security was working in
conjunction with the Waterville Police
on the case.
The intruder , described as approximately 5 feet 10 inches tall with close
cut , curly dark hair, is alleged to have
entered unlocked rooms in Pepper,
Foss, and the Heights asking for '
"Diane."
According to one report , the
assailant was taking the sheets and
comforter off one student when when
she awoke.
In response to the incident , special
security advisories were posted and
dorm staffers were urged to hold
meetings within their respective dorms.
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PRE-HOLIDAY SALE
•

Peoples Heritage Bank is
pleased to announce the open-

j ^L___Ol

Banking
)
Center. i
Located in the lobby of the
new student center, Instacard
allows you to withdraw from
and deposit to your account(s)
at participating banks!"
All you need-is a bank card
from one of the following
institutions.
Local Instacard Members :
• Peoples Heritage Bank
• Kennebec Savings Bank
• Key Bank
• Maine Savings Bank
• Merrill Bank
Plus System Members:
• Casco Northern Bank
• Many out-of-state banks
Stop by today and see
^^^
- £ $nj ff c how convenient
Ajy
^g# banking can be.
'g
3J5 Sponsored by

^ Peoples
Heritage
Bank
MEMBER FDIC

* At this time , deposits are only allowed for Instacard member hanks, and not Plus System members.

JCFenney
Monda y - Sa turd ay 9-9
Elm Plaza Waterville
catalog: 873-0154

store: 872-2 78 1

Freshman class office candidates statements
President
Dear Fellow Freshman:,
Now that we've gotten settled at Colby, it's time to get started on activities,
projects and parties as a class.
If I were elected, you 'd see activities
which promote class and school spirit
such as special events for Colby sports,
Class of '89 dinners and special trips
such as a ski weekend , Freeport shopping trip, and trips to Boston for concerts , sporting events, etc. Social events
like Frosh only parties , all-night
movies, hay & sleigh rides , a casino
night and a "Frosh Formal" dance and
party.
Look for more information on. my
candidacy in your dining hall , and vote
for experience , leadership and a great
time in the months ahead. VOTE BILL
AUERSWALD FOR PRESIDENT.
Bill Auerswald
Being president of a class is an enormous responsibility. We need someone
willing to unite our class by committing themselves. This involves spending
a lot of time fund-raising, and promoting social events. Let's make the
class of 1989 the best ever to go
through Colby! Thank you for your
support.
Megan E. Patrick
Hi. I' m Desiree Pullen and I' m running for President of the class of 1989.
I was Junior Class Vice President ,
Senior Class President , President of
Student Council my senior year and a
student representative to the Joint
Planning Committee for the Capitol
Campaign for my high school. Now
that you know my qualifi cations, let 's
talk. We have four years here at Colby to accomplish our goals as individuals and as a class. We can succeed at anything if we put our minds
to it , whether we raise money for a
charity or put on some awesome social
event we can all enjoy! I know the
amount of time needed to put on such
functions and will appreciate your support. Remember to vote on Friday and
I'll see ya there!
Desiree Pullen
My name is Rob Cloutier and I am
running for Freshman Class President.
Although I have only had one previous
year in student government , I consider
myself familiar with the workings of
small community interactions. It would
be unfair of me to lay down specifi c
promises of things I would do if
elected , for my actual power in the
decision making process is limited at
best, The one thing that I can promise
you , though , is a voice; you will be
heard. Colby College is now in the
midst of a change and I feel our class
has the potential to make the best of
it given the proper voice.
Rob Cloutier
My reason for running for Freshmen
Class President is simple. I enjoy getting involved in extra-curricular activities , expecially student government ,
because it enables me to come in contact with many others who are willing
to participate and work as a group to
obtain successful results. I've had prior
experience , as I was Junior and Senior
Class President at my high school, and
Student Council Vice-President for two
years as well, so I'm aware of what this
job would entail. This is why 1 feel
capable of carrying out any duties that
would be required if elected Freshmen
Class President.

I' m Peter Kimptom; most people
call me Rambo. I -want to be the
Freshman Class President , bu t j u st
wanting this position won 't get me
there. To earn this position , I have to
prove I'm the best person for the job.
I think I' m the right person because
I can get things done. Too many
leaders sit around and talk about projects , and very few make something
happen. I have learned to set goals ,
draw on my resources, and get the job
done.
I believe that I have the leadership
experience to help" the class of 1989
achieve its full potential.
Peter Kimpton
Do you want to put a little spark in
your class? Then I , CATHY
PALMER , am your vote for President
of-the Class of 1989.
I found being President of my
Junior and Senior class in high school ,
as well as Governor of Girls' State in
Connecticut , to be very challenging
and rewarding and want to continue
this experience at Colby.
I enjoy working to organize diverse
activities and social events , and providing them to fellow classmates. To
accomplish this, J will always welcome
advice, ideas, and suggestions from
every member of our class.
I promise to always give 100 per
cent and to make the Freshman class
the best , that it can be. Elect CATHY
PALMER for President and you 'll be
making the right choice.
Cathy Palmer
Vice President
Brace yourself and vote for Jodie as
vice-president of the Class of '89. If
you want someone with good experience who will be dedicated to
organizing GREAT parties and events ,
maintaining substantial amounts of
money in the treasury through fundraising, and being open to suggestions
and input from the class she represents ,
then this is your vote.
At Vermont Academy, your future
V.P, co-founded a Peer Support progra m , was a Proctor , a tour guide , and
social secretary of the Student Association. More recently she has been the
youngest person ever elected to the
Board of Trustees.
So DO vote for Jodie Brace. In running for vice-president , she anticipates
working hard with fellow officers to
really make things happen.
. Jodie Brace

Hello , my name is Mark Cosdon
and I am runnin g for vice president of
your freshman class. I stress the word
"your " because in my three years of
experience as Vice President at the new
Hope-Solebury School in Pennsylvania , my main goal was to involve
the other members of my class in our
school government. I was successfu l
and hope to continue that tradition at
Colby.
To dodge the typical trappings of a
campaign statement , I ask all interested
to stop by my room , Dana 106, to
discuss further my qualifications , and
that which I hope to do if elected vice
president of our class. Thank you for
your time.
Mark Cosdon
It is important that the Vice President of the Class of '89 keep in mind
certain goals which are pertinent to his
job. The most important of these goals
is to cultivate an identity for the class.
Organized trips and formals can bring
the class members together as a whole ,
making the freshman year an exciting
and fun experience , instead the
anonymity of the Colby weekend.
Change does not occur without work ,
and that is the duty of your representatives . I hope you agree with these
ideals , because they will encourage a
more interesting freshman year. Thank
you , Freshman Class .

Paul Beach

My name is Karen Currey. I am
seeking the office of Vice-President of
the Class of 1989. I feel that I' m
qualified for this position because of
my extensive experience as a class officer and as president of my high
school 's chapter of the National Honor
Society my senior year.
If elected , I would try to promote
class unity through social events, class
spirit through enthusiastic leadership,
and a productive fundraising campaign
for better class togetherness.
Karen Currey

for our class with that money plus
more. Being treasurer is not only
handling money. It means that I would
have a lot of input as to what activities
are planned. President Cotter said that
we are a unique class—let's make sure
he doesn't forget us!.'!!
Kristen Sutter for Treasurer.
Kristen Sutter
For the past three months, I've
realized how much I enjoy life at Colby. As part of this community, I only
find it natural to want to contribute.
Although I have never run for a class
office before, I think that my volunteer
experience working and helping others
is valuable in itself. I was involved in
volunteer activities at home, and I'm
currently involved in the Colby
Volunteer Program, working at the
soup kitchen and helping blind children
as a "blind buddy. " Being class
treasurer would, by no means, be a
chore for me.
Wendy Gerbrands
My name is Susan Serine and I'm
running for treasurer of the Class of
1989. I was treasurer of my class during my sophomore and juni or years in
high school. During this time I was instrumental in organizing fundraisers ,
raising over five thousand dollars.
Junior year we planned and funded the
Junior-Senior prom. Being a class officer was one of the most rewarding
and exciting aspects of my high school
career. Through my experience as
treasurer , yearbook editor , and
secretary of a service club, I have learned the importance of strong leadership.
If elected treasurer , I plan to organize
fundraisers to increase our treasury as
well as to donate to charity. I also plan
to unite our class with fun and exciting
events such as parties, dinners, and
trips. I plan on making our class a vital
part of the Colby community:increasing class spirit and school pride. If
elected treasurer I will work for you,
the Class of 1989, to make this year
both exciting and profitable.
Susan Serino
Secretary
My name is Laura Mortorella and
I am runnin g for class secretary. So
maybe you 've never heard of me , but
that is one of the reasons I'm running!
One of the things I would like to do
for our class is to keep the class involved. It seemed that once freshman
orientation games were over , such as
Playfair , which may have seemed silly
but you did meet a lot of people , peo-
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Treasurer
The Freshman Class, as it now
stands , has approximately $300. Does
anyone know where it came from? Has
our class done anything to earn it? No.
Some was contributed by the Student
Activities Office, another part came
from the plant sale in September. W< Vi m » \ i.n-h iv Mi n ii . ii .. n ii ivn ¦VTIW71T.
have that money, why not use it "i Thaw out under Caribbean
sunshine , We 'll
jet
Think of the possibilities of $300!!!! Island
Do you realize that 99 percent of the you ther e , (and back! ) for
freshman class will be on campus in $189. For
details ,
call
January? We could plan great activities 3 Sunhitch
at
(212)864-2000.
3iiii»WW" Pi' l* ' Tl t > K9

Terri Edmunds

In my opinion , it you want to be accurately represented by your class
president , you must elect someone who
is willing to listen to your views. 1 am
such a person. I am willin g to listen to
y our view s an d id eas b ecause y our
views arc just as good ns mine. I' m not
going to bore you with my qualificat ions , because what I've done is not important. What is important is what I'll
do if elected president. I will do the
best I can to help make the remaining
part of our Freshman year even better
than the beginning.
Andrew Schmidt

J am running for Freshman Class
Vice-President because I think I could
contribue the enthusiasm and energy
needed in this position.
I am interested in getting to know
the Class of '89 and helping every
member to Know each other . I enjoy
working with people and I will put in
the effort needed to have a successful
freshman year. I was active in class
functions in high-school and I could
contribute what 14earned to Colby.
This title is a chance to interact with
many students and learn more about
Colby. .
Heidi Greenman

My name is Seth Biooks and I am
running for Class President. Since the
position of president is mainly organizing class functions , I will concentrate
on that area . I have a number of ideas
for social functions: semi formal dinners, dances, possibly with Colby
bands , a beach party in the spring. I
think we should " have a gathering
before winter recess and definately one
when we return in February. I have had
experience with this sort of position;
my last two years at secondary school
I held a similar position for my class.
I am open to your suggestions. Thank
you for your time.
Seth Brooks

1 8 TEMPLE STREET
WATERVILLE , ME.

873-5939

ple stopped making the effort to get
out and meet new people. This is where
1 feel I could be helpful in organizing
parties so our class gets to know each
other. Just because you live in Dana
doesn't mean you can 't party with people from Treworgy. So if you want to
see your class partying together- vote
LAURA M A R T O R E L L A FOR
SECRETARY.
Laura Martorella
To the Class of 1989,

It is my goal as Secretary of our class
that I provide you with the best possible service. I want to make our Class
of '89 outstanding among all others.
Only by hard work and pushing all the
way will this be accomplished and I am
willing to work very hard. I want to
help our class because of its awesome
potential and because I care and for
these reasons I am willing to do what
I say. Thank you.
Brian Rigney

Let s be honest , everyone—These
campaign paragraphs are filled with
B.S.! Mine included. However , to be
equally honest , I would truly love to
be class secretary. I' m dedic a ted , enthusiastic , and open to suggestions.I've had previous experience in student
government and I like working with
people.
As secretary, my main goals would
be to help form a cohesive, enthusiastic
freshman class and to insure that your
ideas are listened to. Let 's work
together to make the Class of '89 Colby 's best. I'm willing to!
Kim King
If elected secretary, I , Debbie
Young, will implement various social
activities for our Freshman class.
Although I did not hold a so-called
"major class office " in high school , I
was actively involved in various committees for class and student government , i.e. homecoming, school dances,
prom. I also served as a liason between
the high school and the school committee to promote these events.
Here at Colby, I plan to listen to the
input of my classmates. Through hard
work , dedication , and numerous ideas,
i.e. dinners , classtrips to Boston and
the beach , dances, parties , 1 hope to
make the class of 1989 active and
involved.
Debbie Young

Are you denying
yourself
abetter shot
at grad school?
Okay, it may be too late to
get a 4.0. But it's not too late to
try to do better on your LSAT,
GMAT, GRE, or MCAT.For that ,
there's Stanley H. Kaplan.
No one has prepped more
students than Stanley H.
Kaplan. Our test-taking techniques and educational
programs have prepared
over 1million students.
So whatever grad school
exam you're taking, call us.
Remember, the person next to
you during your exam might
have taken a Kaplan
course.

Classes ,slnrliii « for
April 1086 MCAT In Maine.
Cull Newto n. MA C'OIXKCT ifjgJ T
mttk
fi>r details: (617)244-2202

KAPLAN JL
STANLEY H, KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD,

Appointments Recomm ended
' J

The world's lead ing
test prep organizat ion.
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Announc ements
Class of 1989
Elections
Friday. Nov.22
9:OOa.m.-3:00 p.m.
New Student Center
Info Desk
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Junior Year Ahroad Campus Visitor. Alan Alexander
University of Reading. England
General Inlnrmaiion Session
Monday. December 2
3 nn pm Whitney Room. %>berts
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Two months is a long time to wait for an
explanation—ask me sooner!
Science Type
Fiend .
Many thanks for b'day festivities. Remember: It 's funny until somebody loses an eye.
XO,
Mucklecheeks
Captain EgoSorry for my omnipresence but someday I'll explain.
Yes, .I'll buy a jeep with you. I promise no Talking
Heads over break. And do keep the bathroom
cleanser off your face.
Love always,
L.L Who?
;
"No, I'm sorry. Golf Parties are just categorically the
worst! I'm not going."...But Miss Lisa where did you
sta rt Saturday night? Who was it that said you never
fail to embarass yourself at Golf Night?"
~
H.R.S
Next time you order out, don't forget about the
delivery. Sorry for the interruption. How was your
birthday?
ScabYou have been all too well behaved. The crutches
are a definate hinderance-Anyone up for a little beer
spillage?
FLAP.
Who's the mystery man who comes to visit? He even
kept you away from Goll nite!!! Maybe he's the
flasher you saw last weekend.
-We

>->n

Adam. Your debut sparked fires in the hearts of all
red-blooded lemales. How do you like lame?
Megla.
Keep thinking!!! Frisco . Dec. 31. The option is still
open.
-your show partner
Winks,
Camping? London? Palermo? Where 's Ihe destination unknown?
-your buddie b
To my newly deformed roommate .
•».
Does your boyfriend beat you up or do you just enjoy sweeping the sidewalk with yow face?

MMMAren't the bars in the stall for the handicapped-not
the hungover?! ZUKEH
-your breakfast buddies
__
_

Gen.
WHY are cats so stupid?
J.R.
Just when it gets good, you leave-but don't worry.
your roommate will be okay. Your bear may never
be the same again, though.
Rok!
Yeah, we hit balls hard, what about it? Need a
demonstration?
-The Croquet Club
__

Heip Wanted
TYPISTS-S500 weekly at home ' Write P O Bo*97!V
Elisabeth NJ 072O7
MANAGER wanted tor Mens Track and Field team
Cpnlar.t Coach Wescott alx3373 or 207 Fieldhouse

/^
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Congratulations, you kiss-ass. Slam another,
buddy-boy! .
God
P.S. Weren 't the stars lovely this weekend?
NWTTS :
.
We 've had a rough semster .huh? I think we all need
a reviva llesson... Sorry-anything but Mr. G. Well ,at
least L. and I have returning instructors , and you???
I hear Wilma 's available.
LB
P.S. You'll have to light Boo for that one, though.
BonesBeat off . you!
NW
ScottyHow vias your first weekend as a solo pilot? I don'1
know about you. but FDD is spent!
•your ce.llarmates
P.S. What was so urgent at 4:22 a.m.? Is it really the
next best thing to being there?
MarsWe need a new bet. I feel bad taking you for two dinners. What should this one be for?
Nell
"
CPTDWant some candy, little girl? What a bargain-how
much did you pay for that candy bar!?
BTD (CPDCD)
P-W residentsHas Domino's moved in?
MaryHave you washed your comfo rter yet, or aren't there
any handrails in the laundry room?
MarsAre the stars out tonight? Don't know if it's cloudy
or bright...

We like the new Speedo fashions. SI swimsuit issue
wants you!
•the basement
P.S. Can't wait for Jan Plan-Where 's the bikini?
Steff"It's ok , I won't remember in the morning!"
•Funnel King
MikeNice try. Don't worry, no one saw.
-Beer Die Women
The Croquet Club hereby challenges the men upstairs
to a beer die rematch. '
FrannieDid you get the sixteen incher?'.
LaurieCan I empty your bucket for you next time?
:
-StuIt's a dog-eat-dog world, isn't il?
ReanneNice face-plant in the snow !And you though! no one
was watching you.
MargaretThanks tor the weekend I had a blast'

L. Ame
P S Who '?; cnimtinri Ihe nay-, anyways 9 Wanna no
to a movie-'
BonesAre you free for Rocky IV? Mr. B's looking for a
rematch!
SweenWould you PLEASE shut up? Your hour isn't over
yet!!
L. Ame
DanaThink maybe you need some more time on the
Soloflex before your next encounter with God. Sorry.
Stallone, you lost Ihe role.
__
.
"STAG FOR LIFE!!! Handstands in the middle of the
field... Thanks for the fun pooper...
L. Ame
_
Is Wilma pregnant, or jusl the dog?
MeehanBabies are born bald anyways, right?

'_

BooForget the girl, I want the dog!

LJ
~

"
\/ ASYou missed the movie Monday night! This Is the wild
life! "How do you walk in these shoes?" Mr.
Vengence live...
L. Ame

Lisa-

You
_

running a hotel or what?

.

Calvin Klein wants you for the next ad!
~
P.W. Drinking Clur>
Who needs .all-campus parties? Give us a keg, 15
people, a die and a bathing suit side show and we're
all set!
P.S. Who said God wasn't a woman (or two women
for that matter!)
Anyone up lor backrubs next Saturday night?
Nw"What is a man?" Maybe the room will impress
them...
L. yogr roommate
P.S. I have my eye on that bottle of rum...
~ R7~
Aim (
Remember Eight...? Whal a night it was!'"My lool
is killing me '" Phew, we didn'l make it this week
either...
L. Ame

-~~

~

SiJz-

"

Pleeeeeeeeeze come back 1
D&D (Taylor 3rd)- •
May I borrow a section-of ihe paper"?
L. not Ihe paperboy

lo P.V.P. at Midland:
Hey you maxi-zoom-dweebie! Write your sister!
Dave and Paul.
You owe us a real snowball fight 1 Dave,you slightly
redeemed yourself in the attack on Ihe midgets but
Paul,..you have yet'to lead an attack (but stay out ol
the bathroom with cups of cold water).
To Scotty.
What a performance on Friday! We 're impressed. Is
il the pops next? Love.
Your Baked Brie Buddies
Jay and Molly.
Great seeing you!
B. ST. G.
Jill.
Great Bushdiving and nice bruises. You'd make .a
great pledge.
Ha nk, Hope you've cleaned off your car O.K.
Doug, I want my pigs back-l haven'1been makin '
bacon for a week now.
To: Ed: Mr. Finance:
I saw you al the taco bar: your roommate means
nothing to me. There is something about you for me.
Bandana
To the ugly star ol Ihe day:
No more sleeps ! Have a wonderful time at Formatssay hi to Mahk for me. What will I do with a single
for 5 days? I'll miss youlMuch love.
You r Room ie
P.S. S.O.M.P.!
To my favorite muckler .
As I proved last year "What 's in print is always true."
So please have no fear , 'cause I still love you.

To Sir Alex:
Thinking about you and your ice cream cones. .
From : Button
Hi Bird.
]
You make my heart sing.
Matt V..
Too bad you couldn't stay awake to.make it to the
"screw your roommate." Ever think of calling first?
Kathy's roommate
__
Don't take your bad moods out on us.
Your friends
ART HISTORY BEACH PARTY . YEAH!!!!
So you never read the personals? I'll fix THAT , you
silly Swede!
Love.
A Personal Friend
Ski Bunny and the Geologist,
What' s going on?! You off your asses or what? Too
many "cocktails "!!! Cut down and I promise lo stop
playing with my food. OK?
The only person who writes notes on ¦your board
P.S. Gol any articles I can read to you?
_
~
"
Sluggo.
What happened to the "do"?! It's definately different.
I really like it. though. I want you to know lhat I'll be
seen wilh you even if someone else doesn't!.OK?
Keep warm! Luv ya,
Jelly elly
The unstable chemical structure of marshmallows
causes Ihem lo fluctuate between their original state
and rock stale. Can this be altered by time, or will
further laboratory tests prove successful?
Tee,
Guess where we're going tomorrow ! Love you madly.
Your Tee
OaktreeI don't believe we saw ledde Vacke!!!
•Horizontee Woman
P.S. Need I say anything else'...
__
.

.

Thanks for feeding me grapes on Saturday. We 'll
have to do il again sometime.
Ycur date
Queenie.
How ugly is fugly? I used to know but I never see you
anymore. Only kidding! You're awesome, roomie!!!
I can't really rag on you. Wuv U.
Smell
P.S. Wonder whatever happened to lhat sweatshirt?
What' s the greatest dorm around? MARRINER. MARRINER. YAY...MARRINER! (crash, bang, boom)
W2 and V2.
I don't know about you two ! Let's try and keep Ihe
memory lapses down. How many laps have you gals
made around this campus anyways?
Stop making sense.
'
Jelly Belly
Good job cast and crew of Lvsistrata-Grealcast party
Saturday night.

raw

PotterHappy B-day
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To the Mad Pumpkin ScribblerHappy Birthday

Love.
Your Phantcme Visilor
To Ihe Hockey Player who loves meCONGRATULATIONS!!! you are number 1 of the 8
"D" in my book !
-123
;
Wench-vvomen of the world unite! It's gonna be
another one of THOSE weekends!!!
Lester the MolesterGO AWAY! !! The Colby women don 't 'want you!
Frog Hater .
.
How 's Ihe love affair going?
- 127
HWisdom comes with experience and experience
comes with age. With time, Iloo shalfunderstand but
until then please bear with me. your courage, insight
and npost of all our special friendship villi see me
Ihrough. Thank you.
¦H.

"A ALL THAT PUBLICITY ABOUT DRINKING AND
V DRIVING I S . . .
y True. At least half the fata l highway accidents involve
A
drinking.
J

.

Yianni' s Pizza 81 Seafood
"
IQodd IFfea
®?©°ii®© "
Fresh Dough 10" & 16"
Better Price and Better Taste
Call us for your Pizza TODAY !
Great for Lunch, Dinner or Snack
An yt ime
SATURDAY & SUNDAY SPECIAL:
spaghett i & sauc e w/ga rlic bread-$2.00
We Deliver Anyth ing On Our Menu
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P.S. If Ihe favors can ever be returned-please don't
hesitate Jo ask.
:_
~
~
D.L.B. ' "
A score, too. 22-11. Don't miss it. That's when Ihe
top come doon. .
Beam 'er
.... ...
. .

..-.

,

DON'T FORGET

Get' your car alligned .
befo re slippery weather
DAVID MATHIEU C0.,lnc.
Au to Body Shop
Allen Street , Waterville
- Behind the College Ave. car wash
l

872-5518
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Take care ol that hatMt's yours.
f'both love and do not love, and am mad nnd am not
mad. Is this normal?!
SnifTiei
Hope the bio tost goes well. Dinner and a dance this
weekend. It will be nice.
~
to my roomie BillAs every good doctor shou Id know, smoking pan be
hazardous to your health...Then again, s tudents studying abroad can be. loo.

Esl aMshcd in 1928
"I Si-.
m^^
Maine 's Largest Inileperjcieni Shop

McGrory

Nobody asked for an investigation of
the policy, " she said.
McGrory admitted that she did not
name the answer to why the public
seems so content.
"I tell you this in honest bewilderment; I don 't know what it is, if the
public is sublimely content—that could
be--that Ronald Reagan has restored
a sense of public happiness to the
republic... '''
She did , however, offer some explanation for the present state of affairs. "It is the absence of political opposition in this country. The two-party
system is presently just not functionirig..:And there is no national voice,

documented by the (late Idaho Senator
Frank) Church committee. "
"But the letters to the editor
castigated us for printing the story, and
demanded an investigation of the leak.

Food

ing to build muscle mass need extra
amounts of protein. The average
American diet contains more than two
limes the amount of protein than
athletes or even body bui lders need ,
Clark said. Instead of protein , athletes
should be conscious of trying to get an
adequate amount of carbohyd rates, the
type of food most easily used for fuel
by th e body.
As general guidelines to better
eating, Clark said lhat most Americans
eat too much fat and protein, and
should make conscious efforts to
restrict their intake of them. Carbohyd r ate s, such as those found in
bre a d , pasta , potatoes, and cereal
sh ould compose sixty percent of people 's caloric intake. In addition to
meeting these guideli nes , Clark also
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spokesman , they take heart , they respond," she said.
McGrory concluded by saying, "I
wi 11 try to do my part by trying to be
more accurate, more thoughtful , and
more mindful of rny duty as a member

something, or at least saying something
about what you have read. "

rooms on weekend nights may be taken
four months in advance.
"Each weekend will have one night
which can be reserved up to four
months in advance," he said. The
other rooms must be held open until
one month before the date.
Peacock also said that the Students

Center Policy Board's poster policy,
which limits the size, of posters and
where they can be placed , will be
st rongly enforced.
Finally. Peacock warned students

wishing to do business with him tomorrow that it would not be a good time ,
because he and his staff will be moving t o their new offices in the student
center.

Student center
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Clark emphasized the importance of
a nutritionally sound diet saying that ,
essentially, "this is health. " Healthy
eating is important for everyone , she
contested , not onl y for good health today, but to protect against disease and
i nsure healthy lives in the. future.
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st ressed the importance of eating foods
with high vitamin and mineral content.
This will allow one to more easily meel
his/her body 's need for nutri ents while
keeping caloric intake at its appropriate
level. Clark' s nutritional program had
three basic elements lo apply to
ev eryone: proper caloric intake
(th rough good eating habits), the correct balance between carbohydrates ,'
pr otei n s a n d fats i n on e's diet , and the
daily consumption of enough vitamins
and minerals to ful fill the body 's
needs.
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270 Kennedy Memorial Drive
Wa t erville

I

of a most privileged profession.
"| hope you will do yours by reading
your papers with the idea of doi ng

such as there was when the Democrats
were in the desert when Adlai Stevenson spoke for those who wanted a different way.
"When people hear their own
thoughts expressed by an articulate
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Large selection
of kegs,
party supplies
& snacks
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hot & cold
sandwiches
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Discount beer,

wine & soda
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Store Hours:
Monday thru Saturd ay 8:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Sunday 9:00 a.m.. - 1:00 a.m.
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This coupon is good for
ONE FREE 10" SINGLE ITEM PIZZA
when you buy a 15" single item pizza
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We deliver sandwiches & pizza
until 12:30 a.m, da ily !
COUPON EXPIRES: 12/15/85
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Delivery from: tf:00 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. daily
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FREE DELIVERY
OF PIZZAS & SANDWICHES
On Orders of $5.00 or More
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THE STORE FOR MEN AND BOYS
Downtown Waterville
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The reality of off camp us lif e
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Frosh seminar needed
Though nothing has yet been etched in stone , it is apparent
that Colby 's freshman program is about to undergo a major
overhaul which could have far reaching ramifications for years
to come. Because the changes are still in the planning stages,
the present is perhaps the most opportune time to contribute
opinions.
First and foremost , a revised frosh curriculum should be
characterized by a belief that the freshman year in and of itself
must provide a solid foundation upon which to build an entire
undergraduate career. Unfortunately, it appears as though
many students and professors perceive freshman year as simply
a means to an end , because mainly students are burdened by
fu l filling the all-College requirements during their freshman
year.
This burden could be lifted and the freshman experience
enhanced through the establishment of freshman seminars, as
some have already suggested.
With the establishment of such seminars, freshman would
be allowed to distance themselves from the anonymity of large
lect ur e courses , and to view their education on a more personal
level. No longer would the freshman year be regarded as simply
a chance to get requirements out of the way.
While the establishment of frosh seminars would be a step
well taken in the effort to revamp the curriculum , a lon g roa d
remains for those seeking to change Colby 's f res h man
experience.

Aristophanes today
Ban Chuan
"Hell hath no fury like a woman
of
Ihe
scorned" , is . one
acknowledgments of the abilities and
capabilities of women , although it
tends to put women in a negative light.
However , twentieth century man is not
the first to recognize the power of
women. In 421 B.C., or therabouts ,
the actual date escapes me, but it is of
rio importance , the powerfu l influence
of women had already been
understood. (It is amazing to note that
the emancipation of women did not
take place until late 19th century,)
Ly sistrata , in addition to reminding us
of the present need for peace also
serves to bring to light the present role
of women in society. Aristophanes not
only recognized the importance of the
role of women , but also , according to
Patric Dickinson in his translation of
the play, "Aristophanes hated war ,
among other reasons , for its stupidity, its corruption, Its waste, its death. "
To each his own interpretation of the
play—Dudley Fitts in his translation
pointed out that the method of solution by means of sex was not the main
point of the play, but rather it wns
peace by negotiation , a mu tual agreement to make concessions, a profound
realization that men must live together
in enmity, "love one another or die. "

To me, the role the women played was
the highlight of the play, in more ways
than one.
Consider this: What if Lysistrata
were in South Africa today. Would she
be as successfu l there as she was in
Athens and Sparta (with able help
from Lampito)? Probably not.
Aristophanes , even with his passion for
peace, was not a social reformer. He
had no great plans for peace and it
seems as though Lysistrata was conceived out of desperation for a solution. His idealism is clear; the women
were portrayed as brilliant as they were
capable , and the men shown as meek.
The possibility of the events actually occuring in ancient Greece then is
not so important as the symbolism of
play. Moreover , why stop in South
Africa? Why not Central America as
well? Or Cambodia? And the Middle
East? The symbolism is most obvious,
On one hand we have a great desire for
peace , and on the other Ihe contributions of women. Besides making the
play such a success , the two themes are
still applicable in the world today.
Th ese ar c observa t ions th a t were ma d e:
l )That despite the play being 1400
years old , the situation exists today,
name ly , constant war,
2)The role of women though greatly increased in modern times , compared with ancient Greece , still has not
ma de much headway, The sexist feel-

There is a lot of mystique surrounding the off-campus, lifestyle, and there
are certain opinions about off-campus
students that have persisted for years.
I must admit that before I moved offcampus I believed a lot of them, too.
I think it's time to separate the myth
from the fact:
Myth: All off-campus students are
granolas.
Fact: This is a misinterpretation. If
many off-campus students seem to
dress in fashions of the leafy and crunchy variety, it is for reasons of survival.
Living off-campus in Maine in the
wintertime is a very cold way of life.
Granola fashion is primarily
practical—lots of cotton and wool
things -layered on top of the other.
Granola footwear is practical , too, except for those Jesus sandals which you
can 't really wear in the snow . But
don't let appearances fool you. Under
those hand-knit sweaters, patched
jeans, hiking boots and bandanas may
be a preppy or a punk or a jock just
trying to stay warm. In fact, the game
of Hacky Sack dates back to the
earliest off-campus students (Homo
non-cohabitus) who bounced rocks
back and forth to each other with their

feet to keep from freezing to death on
their way to the main cave.
Myth: Off-campus students eat
better.
Fact: This is definately a myth. Offcampus students eat less, because they
rarely have an abundance of food. We
only eat "better " if you consider
generic spaghetti , peanut butter and
jelly, and instant coffee all you could
ever want to eat for the rest of your
life. Many of the things that are found
in an off campus refrigerator are
unrecognizable as food items because
of the length of time they have germinated there. One of rny housemates
has managed to exist solely on donuts,
diet coke, grape nuts and mint
chocolate chip ice cream. You don 't ,
for the most part , cook big meals,
because big meals mean big piles of
dishes that sit around becoming science
experiments. The day after you cook
a big meal you are back to ketchup and
lettuce sandwiches.
Myth: Off-campus students have
more freedom.
Fact: Sure, if you consider running
out of gas, having your power turned
off , fighting over who cleans the toilet ,
hding from the paper boy when he
comes to collect , giving money to the
high school Booster Club, carrying out
six weeks worth of garbage, stealing
vacuums, hitchhiking in the rain, bor-

rowing money, having moldy towels,
paying mystery phone bills, and eating
ketchup and lettuce sandwiches big
steps toward personal freedom.
Myth: All off-campus students are
radicals.
Fact: Off-campus studen ts are no
more radical than on-campus students,
they j ust look like granolas and
everyone knows granolas are radical.
The most radical thing I've done
recently is turn off "The Young and
the Restless " and read James Joyce.
Pretty hard core. I've found that
everyone at Colby, no matter where
they live, is fairly wishy-washy.
Besides, when I told my housemates I
was building pipe bombs in the basement , they reminded me we only had
one smoke alarm , so I had to forget
the whole thing.
Myth: Off-campus students are
always late for class.
Fact: Off-campus' students ARE
always late for class.
There are many joys connected with
living off-campus, too. I don 't think
I can begin to scratch the surface of all
of the positive aspects of living outside
the Commons System . Besides, if
everyone who lived in, say, Dana knew
how great it was, Colby wouldn 't let
anyone move off. I've got to go nowthe spores from the dishes in trie sink
are beginning to take over the living
room.

Is commons system exclusive?
Mark Viden
A Colby student recently went over
to Given Auditorium to see the movie
"Hair ," believing that it would be a
good way to spend a Sunday night.
Besides, it was free. Or at least she
thought it was. When she got there, she
was asked what Commons she was in.
"Mary Low," she replied , -"Although
I wish I hadn 't," she later commented.
This movie was free only to Johnson
Commons residents; everyone else had
to pay $2.00. While that wasn 't an exorbitant amount of money, she hadn 't
brought any so she had to leave. She
noted that the auditorium was practically empty.
What seems to be happening is that
the Commons are trying to limit events

towards a room draw like last year,
where a Commons room-draw
precedes an all-camptis one. As last
year demonstrated , this system only
produced dismay and confusion.
Moreover , room squatting is being encouraged. This does not favor everyone
Instead of creating Commons unity at Colby, however, only those who live
(whatever that is), this policy of in the "desirable " Commons. Predicdiscrimination will polarize the cam- tably, the students who*support room
pus. Events will be "exlusive" affairs squatting are those who have nice
where only certain students will be able rooms. Self-interests should not
to attend. This campus is too small for prevail. Everyone should have a chance
such an occurance. Colby's publication to live in the best locations on the
for perspective students , in fact, states campus.
that there is a "warm sense of comThe Commons system has worked.
munity on campus...where everyone is It has provided a good social life and
drawn out and included ." This is just given a chance for student involvement
not the case with certain events.
in decisions. However , if the Commons become private organizations
Room draw is another area where that throw events for only their
the Commons' self-interests are members , it will destroy (or dampen)
destroying a "community " at- the good will people have towards Colmosphere. Most Commons are gearing by and its residential system.

for their members only. Mary Low and
Johnson Commons, for example, have
issued, or are planning to issue, stickers
for student ID cards that identify who
is in what Commons. The other two
Commons will probably follow suit.

Student unions p rovide
chance f or student contact
Jim Peacock

As we approach the opening of the
new student center , I thought it only
appropriate that the Colby community at large might be interested in knowing and understanding the beginnings
of student unions.
Oxford and Cambridge Universities
in England continue to fight over
whic h Un i versi ty was f ounde d fi rs t
(both founded in 12th or 13th century),
but as far as student unions arc concerned , Cambridge wins the argument
w h en it comes t o who foun d ed the fi rst
student union , Cambridge students
foun d little stimulation outside of the
classroom in the early 1800's. Granted,
*l t the time Latin and learning by recitat ion was t he ,norm and what students
did with their free time was supposed
to be limited and definitely not of interest to the University. So, in 1815
Cambridge .founded the first student
union.

In 1823 the students of Oxford
decided to form a similar debating
society which would meet in a "low
browed room at Christ Church College".This group met to debate issues
and topics relating to politics , educat iona l areas , an d an y ot h er issue whi ch
proved interesting at the time, Cambridge students met in a dingy
backroom of the Red Lion Inn , an off
campus location because the university authorities wanted no part of this
under taking.
As t ime wen t on , the students found
that having only a meeting room was
limited and they wanted to develop a
library where they could study issues
before the debate. Then they wanted
t o have more of a l oun g e develo p ed so
not only could they slucly there, but
thoy could relax befo re and after the
debates. Soon they were adding billiard
tables and game rooms to their library
lounges, The focus of the union
buildings was, and is , a lar ge debate
hall with all other areas actin g as sup-

port services for debate.
At this same time in early America
we were going through a period in our
history in higher education where we
were very much influenced by the German philosophy of education; recitation and research were the most important issues, not socializing or student
interest. This was partially due to the
fact that many of the professors who
were t eachin g i n our sy st em h ad
st u di ed in German y b ecause the b est
univer sities at the time were thought to
be German. So thev brou ght.back
man y of the same philosophies to the
states.
But'Americans being the independ an t t yp es t hat we are , soon wan t ed
more than just studyin g at universities
and the first social organizations ana
football teams were formed in 1888 in
response to this "vacuum," Of social
life which the universities choose to ignore. From this early beginning Harvar d began tho first student unipn in
Pane 9

Letters to the editor

To grade or not to grade: Debate continues
To the Editor:
In the interests of continuing fruitful debate at a time when Colby is
seriously examining its curriculum and
educational philosophy, I want to extend the discussion of exams and
grading begun by John Beaudoin and
Chuck Grim. I am especially interested
in-'the issues of grading..
Despite my conviction that papers
are a better strategy for learning and
for evaluation than exams, I agree that
exams are defensible as an opportunity to synthesize and to reflect upon
course material , always assuming that
the exam and hence the studying are
not geared toward recall of bits and
pieces of information. I do not agree
with Professor Grim that "it is better
for a student to be at least familiar with
all the topics in a course rather than
know only a couple in detail. "
Grades , however , are educationaly
indefensible. Three possible rationales
for the grading system are :
1) to predict future success
2) to evaluate present performance
3) to motivate the student to learn
Of these three I find only the third ,
regrettably, justifiable. I would go so
far . as to say that the first rational is
potentially subversive to democracy
and the second is subversive to education. My arguments apply to our

system of thirteen possible gradations,
counting plusses and minuses. Surely
honors/pass/Tail would suffice for the
legitimate need for evaluation. I am
aware that in this short space the
arguments which follow are perhaps
overstated and undersupported .
1) In practice, it would appear that
grades are used as predictor; grading
students, like grading eggs, is a service
to the consumer. Throughou t the student 's educational life grades have
been used to establish his or her position on the next rung of the educational
and social ladder . Elementary grades
determine high school tracks; high
school grades open or close college
doors; then the GPA rules the college
student 's curricular choices since, as
Professor Grim points out , "relative
rankings of students help potential
employers screen job applicants. "
To use grades for future screening
is a foolish inversion. Employers
should do their own screening. They
are not hiring someone to pursue college study, which is the only endeavor
that grades can legitimately evaluate.
If , instead , grades are intended to be
predictors of future success, then faculty are determining whether a student
will be interviewed for the executive
track or the secretarial pool. Professor
Grim 's words "relative rankings"sure-

ly imply such a predictive goal for
grading. Why else do we need thirteen
ranks to certify successful completion
of a course? Since racial and socioeconomic bias creep into this sifting
process early and soon rigidify the
relative rankings, grading in the educational system serves too often to
perpetuate the status quo. I do not
think that teachers should play this role
in a democracy.
2) Even if we insist that grades are
genuinely evaluations of present performance rather than future promise,
grades still create a grim situation ,
subversive to the educational process.
Grading perpetuates passive learning.
When the focus is on grades , students
will always ask, "What do you want?"
they will not value the learning or learn
to evaluate themselves. I am not
hopelessly naive enough to believe that
if Colby abolished grades, students
would miraculously - become selfmotivated active learners , thrilled by
the pursuit of knowledge. Their passive
conditioning has been too lengthy and
too effective. Indeed , when I ask
students how their lives would change
if there were no grades , most of them
cheerfully admit that they would not
work as hard.
3) Perhaps we as faculty should admit that grades are not our solemn duty

To the Editor:
I would like to respond to several
rumors and concerns regarding Dining
Services. They include the arrangement
between Seiler 's and Colby, the wait
at the spa , the role of the Commons
Dining Service Committees , and the
possibility of having different meal
options.
Contrary to any notion otherwise ,
we. welcome criticism. It is as
frustrating for Dining Services staff
members as it is for students when problems develop to Ihe point of anger.
The commons system affords the opportunity to discuss and solve these
problems , respond to your likes and
dislikes , and develop a Dining Service
that truly represents your tastes. I
believe we have made some progress ,
but clearly there is still a ways to go.
Last year , in developing the commons system , we took the first step to
decentralize dining services. Managers
now purchase their own food , develop
labor schedules to meet demands for
each commons , and deal as much as
possible with their common on an in- '
dividual basis. This was no small step.
What is done in one common affects
the other three. Reserving the dinin g
hall for a common 's event must be
coordinated with the other dining halls.
We are learning from this experience.
Indeed , assessing whal works and what
doesn 't and findi ng out what wc can
and cannot do is the most difficult job

facing dining service committees and
managers.
Last year many changes were made
prior to the appointment of the dining
service chairs . This year we wanted and
hoped some students who worked on
dining service committees would be the
leaders of this year 's effort. This was
not the case and chairs had to begin all
over again. The menus this fall were
those that were designed by the committee last spring. Obviously, tastes
have changed . One solution to this problem would be lo appoint chairs in the
spring term thereby maintaining continuity in the fall. Committee members
on board at the start of the school year
who are familiar with planning menus
could avoid many ol the frustrations
conveyed in the recent surveys.
One rumor I have heard is lhat Colby has selected Seller's "economy "
food plan to save money. Although
Colby has made it clea r to me that ' we
must not be lavish , compared with
budgets for other school programs ,
Colby 's budget is generous. Seilcrs 'arrangemerrr with Colby is based on a
management fee. The budgets are
renewed each year between the Dining
Service Department and Vice President
Stanley Nicholson like any other
department on campus. Seiler 's
receives a set management and administrative fee from Colby no matter
what the budget. These fees include accountin g, purchasing,, trainin g, con-

sultation , management , oversight , and
profit.
There are concerns about the Spa
and we have heard requests ranging
from a chit 'system for missed meals to
using china. Because the Spa is busier
and this year 's menu is more complex
than last yearns, the most fundamental problem that is receiving top priority attention is increasing production
and developing systems to serve
customers quickly and efficiently. I agree with the students ' opinions quoted
in last week's Echo.
To study food plan options , a committee has been named by Meg
Frymoyer , a former dining service
chair and currentl y chair of the All
Campus Dining Committee, This
special committee will include a student
member from each common , Stan
Nicholson , administrative vice president , and myself. The report of the
committee will be submitted to the
Board of Governors and the
administration.
A key measure of Seller 's success at
Colby is our abilit y to respond. We
have and wc will continue to respond
to most requests quick ly. Complex
issue that require in-depth review lake
more time to resolve. Those issues are
well on their way to being resolved ,
thanks to student concerns , survey
results , and the dinin g service committees and managers that work together.
Ted Mayer
Director of Dining Services

Din ing service director
addresses several rumors
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to education and society but our cattle prods, useful only when necessary
to motivate students. To admit our
need for prods would be a healthier attitude than to claim solemn duty, and
it leaves room for change. Perhaps
with this admission we, faculty and

students, could outgrow the meed for
cattle prods or at least turn ahirteen
into
intensity
degrees
of
honors/pass/fail.
three

To the Editor:
Reading Mr. Tim Bonang 's article
on all the hungry people in the world
reaffirms my belief that charity should
begin at home. This is not to. find as
most commendable attempts to make
us realize the gravity of the situation
that exists today and to make available
to us one of the many ways which we,
as the more fortunate people of the
world , can help the less fortunate in
other countries. Yet , shouldn 't we aid
those in our own countries first? To
criticize the efforts of the Newman
Council, or even of Mr. Bonang would
be similar to criticizing the efforts of
the performers in "Live Aid."
Again , I say, the efforts to provide
aid on an international scale seem to
place the priorities of those living in
poverty in our own countries of secondary importance. Does this say that the
less fortunate in other parts of the
world are more easily aided? Or does
this say that the present efforts at
reducing the gap of the rich and the
poor already adequate and successful?
It seems to state that by helping the
hungry in Ethiopia, or Gambia, we will
alleviate the "guilt " that we are inadequate in our attempts to help the impoverished in our own society. Or it
could state the opposite, that we are so
successful in helping the poor of our
own country that we can now turn to
the other poor people of the other Gentries , starting first with the least fortunate, the starving. Is it because their
problems are sotbasic that we are more
able to help them and the poor of our
own countires are in a more complex
position that we are finding difficulties
in helping them? I will make no attempt to answer these and other questions that arise, but I would like to
point out the role of Colby students in
the question of famine aid.
The one day effort by the Newman
Council seems to accentuate the faults

rather than the virtues of Colby
students, in general , toward tie food
received on this campus. I do not
criticize the individuals who participated , in fact if I were to criticize,
I would criticize those who did not participate (myself included). As individuals , we Colby students do not
seem to realize the amount of food
wasted because we cannot see further
than our noses. However, this amount
can be thought of as large, evident
from the attempts of the food service
to curtail the amount of food given out
to students. Obviously, they judge this
amount to be excessive by imposing
such inconveniences as "I'm sorry, you
have to come back for seconds." The
problem I believe, is the attitude of us
students, ourselves.
After all, I'm paying $14,000a year,
why shouldn 't I be allowed to take as
much food as 1 like? 1 paid for it, 1 can
do anything I like with it. This one day
effort , though, is able to make a contribution to aid world famine, but as
long as this attitude exists, the contribution will be minimal, in amount,
as well as in effect , on the long term.
Does this attitude of exclusive rights
over the food that is paid for exist in
society today? If it does, it is time to
rethink these so-called exclusive rights
and the impact that this attitude can
have, locally as well as globally. As
long as this attitude persists, our contributions well be minimal.
I am probably offending those who
do not think or categorize themselves
as one of the many people who hold
to this attitude. To them , all I can say
is , it is just too bad that general opinions are formed from genera) observations and are bound to exclude individuals. But what can you do? You
can start right now-to educate. Perhaps
when we have sufficient education ,
charity can begin at home at last.
Ban Chuan

Jean Sanborn
English Department

Colby 's poverty

Peacock
the new world in 1832, but the University of Pennsylvania was the first campus to actually build a student union
building in 1896. Houston Hall is still
in operation and houses food service
facilities , a billiard parlor , committee
rooms, student offices, an auditorium ,
darkrooms , swimming pool , bowling
alleys, and a gymnasium. It is also important to note at this time the University of Pennsylvania administration
supported the programs and assisted in

the development of the union. We now
find student unions funded and
operated by the Universities as the
norm and not the exception.
The Canadiens at Colby will be proud to know that the most influential
student union building, possibly in the
world , which has been the model for
many unions and student centers since
its construction , is the Hart House at
the University of Toronto. It is amazIMfiC 10

Peacock

ing the foresight which was put into
this building considering it was built in
1919. It is one of the most complete
union facilities ever built, an amazing
example to model after. It was the first
union to develop personnel who
assisted in the areas of administration
and programming, thus setting the tone
for the organizational development in
many college unions.
Another very notable item in the
organization of this union was that the
warder (director of the union), was

given academic rank and a member of ministrators in student activities and
the President's Cabinet at the Univer- student unions. This organization has
sity of Toronto. This was a real state- developed the following philosophy
ment that the union building was part statement:
ROLE OF THE COLLEGE
of the educational role of the college.
From this beginning a profession UNION
1. The union is the community
began which was to prove to be a viable
part of the educational goals of col- center of the college, for all the
leges and universities.
members of the college family—
The Association of College Unions- students, faculty, administration ,
International is a professional alumni and guests. It is not just a
organization which supports the building; it is also an organization and
development of students and ad- a program . Together they represent a
well-considered plan for the community life of the college.
2. As the living room or hearthstone
of the college, the union provides for
the services , conveniences , and
amenities the members of the college
16 1/2 Silver Street
family need in the daily life on the cam\^M _J
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Raymond
Maine and for 16 years was a most successful head coach at nearby Winslow
High School.
Raymond , who has been at Colby
for three seasons, previously coached
at Trinity College in Connecticut , the
University of Delaware, and Tuft s
University. From 1981-82 he was offensive coordinator and backfield
coach at the Unive rsity of Maine. His
Colby teams won five games in the past
three years.
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intellects.
4. The union serves as a unifying
force in the life of the college,
cultivating enduring regard for and
loyalty to the college.
This lofty statement is something
that we can only strive for and should
at all times remind us what a' student
union "could be." Let's remember
what our student center "can be" and
let us remind ourselves how lucky we
are to have such a beautiful building,
many other campuses have no building
to work from at all.
Jim Peacock, Colby's director of
student activities, will be moving into
his offices in the new student center
tomorrow.
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pus and for getting to know and
understand one another through informal association outside the classroom.
3. The union is part of the educational program of the college. As the
center of college community life, it
serves as a laboratory of citizenship,
training students in social responsibility
and for leadership in our democracy.
Through its various boards, committees and staff , it provides a cultural,
social, and recreational program aiming to make free time activities a
cooperative factor with study in education. In all its processes it encourages
self-directed activity, giving maximum
opportunity for self realization and for
growth in individual social competency and group effectiveness. Its goal is
the development of persons as well as
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Lysistrata : clever , yet controversial

by Jim LeBaron
"Now you can see why I don 't do
this at Monmouth ," I heard Dick
Sewell say with a twinkle in his eye
after the show. Indeed , this dating production of "Lysistrata " would certainly hav e raised controversy among the
conventional classical crowd which atte nds Sewell's summer productions.
And perhaps rightly so. The play, a
coll aboration of t he diverse talent s for
Ihe performing arts program here at
Colby, was a n attempt at presenting
Aristoph ane's ancient comedy while remaining faithfu l to lhat humor in his
pl ays which is timeless. The basis for
the h ubbub would be thai most of thi s
satire has its roots in orgiastic Dionysic
festiv als , wh ere the dirty joke as we
know it came into being.
"A high spirited account of a sexst rike by the women of Greece to end

women on the one hand and the
soldiers on the other , to synchronize
some very funny scenes. Space was used liber ally; the first enctrance of the
soldi ers was down a rope ladder from
Ihe balcony, and women sat on the
edge of the stage and spoke to the audi ence face-to-face.
Doug Chilson 's "rock/p unk/wha tnot sound track ," tho ugh a bit choppy in parts , and distracting in others ,
was an enhancing and uni fying effect.
The set was brillant. Student Jeff
O'Brien 's powerf u lly gra n d oise fi r eescape and storefront were key to the
modernization in the spectator 's ey es,
a nd the signs and graffitti were a
humorous melange of the classic and
Ihe * 80's.
"It remains to be seen (this evening), " wrote Dick Sewell in the program , "whethe r even 1985 is ready for
Greek Comedy's breaches of decorum-or , let 's say, indecorous lack of
breaches. " The laughter which pervaded the theater during the production ,
I believe , would serve to show that
many of us ARE ready. But others
with whom I spoke found the material
highly offensive and unbefitting this institution. Truly, humor has evolved in
t en- such a manner that we could have
f &SSW
$atonJ don'
nd
u
the
cqn - laughed without having to be poked
JiM°!i
^Llhat
F
Ih>
y f i it's comforting
to know
that We are with the tinker-toy erections which
^
members
of a community
presented to us this and last
gh t0 a "ows^f i were
m
weekend
in Strider Theater , or to listen
a $ow
to the endless references to "hard-up "
soldiers who would "come" at any
woman 's beck and call.
Not to say that I don 't enjoy that
Sce nes f ro m 'Lysist rata ,' below stuff. On the contrary. And it 's comStepha nie Lo we as Ly s ist rata forting to know that we are members
(right).
of a community liberal enough to allow
such a show .

\W

a long, futile war, 'Lysistrata ' makes
siartlingly modern comments
on military spending, women 's r ig h ts ,
nationalism , and sexual politics ," In
this , this work of Aristophanes is certainly pertinent , and the participant s
brought the message across rather well.
As the narrator , Maura Smith Daigle
held the show together: her crass ,
streetwise character succeeded in
becoming familiar to us , as she

unraveled Ihe tale told in her
"Lysistrata " comic book 1: Stephanie
Lowe's presentation of trie heroine was
forcefu l and energetic , although her
harangues were sometimes a bit lack-,
ing in inflection . As a whole , the "big
picture " was an artistic one.
Tina Wentzell and Heidi Henderson
brought expressive choreography to the
Greek spoof , in bringing Ihe equivalent
of the ancient chorus , in ibis case the

Soprano Cynthia Lloyd '8(> will
share her musical accompli shments
with Colby when she gives her senior
voice concert , Friday evening.
Featured in the program are pieces
from works by Handel , Bach, Schubert
and Fan re.
As "Colby doesn 't have a voice majo r, this is an opportunity to show what
I' ve accomplished, " she explains . Ha ving studied voice since her freshman
year , she recalls never having "pl anned" 10 choose the music major. Il
seemed a very natural step for I.loycl ,
"Music is n part of me," she says.
"My family is very musically oriented.
I' ve always sung in the choir , played
piano and been involved in musical ac, '
tivities. "
It was not until her freshman year
t hnt she seriously pursued voice when
she pnriook in Jnn-PInn voice lessons,
She has since been studying voice as a
"concentration and application in perfo rmance " within the Music major,
Pre sently she studies under the tuieln ge
of Judith Cornell.

Taking full advantageof the unique
atmosphere and small size of the
department , Lloyd is very enthusiastic
about music at Colby. "There is no
conservatory atmosphere , nol much
competition here , but by the same
token , I am involved in other activities
because there are so many opportunities , " she says. Her commitments
range from roles in the Colbyettes and
Tuxedo Junction to the Colby Community Symphony Orchestra where she
plays cello.
Also double majoring in French ,
Lloyd studied in Caen during her
junior year. While language and
culture were focal po ints , she did continue her voice studies, The techniques
for teaching were very "interest ing, "
site comments. "But this was my year
for French. "
Lloyd' s Friday evening concert will
include pieces from: .Handel ,
"Joshua " an d "Semele "; Bach, "The
Passion according to St, John "! an d

Lloyd/86 , to sing in
recital Friday

Continued noise IS

Meader films to be showcas ed

by Mark Gordon
Thursday, Decemb er 5 , Railroad
Square Cinema will host two films by
Abbott Meader , the "Prologue ' to
Echo Me" and "Spem in Alium " and
it will be the commercial premiere of
"Prologue. " With these among his
most recent productions , Meader has
become the only two-time participant
In the New England Film Fellowship
Competition.
Meader h as earned consid era bl e
recognit ion for p revious fims includi ng
"Deep Trout ," "Shadows from the
Western Wall ," and "Summer Storm
Passage." In ad dition to filmmaking,
Meader is a painter and a professor of
art at Colby.
"Spcm in allum " involves unu sua l
exploration of technique in filmmakin g, specifically the relationship of
music to visual imagery. The title is in
fact that of a motet by the 17th century English Composer Thomns Tallis.

It was composed in commemoration ot
Queen Elizab e th 's 40th birthday, and
in celebration of this even Tallis included 40 vocal parts.
In his film, Meader has tried to echo
this "fabric of sound" by superimposing as many as six layers of film to
create n sense of visual as well as nuclial
complexity.
The "Prologue to Echo Me " concentrates on the sculptor "Wa lter
East on, and his process of crating images. Says Meader , "We're talkin g
ab out how w e see ourselves in 'other
blood' ." In the film we sec Easton
creating two images; a human being,
from negative space , and a 'Jca horse.
The film is likely to prompt questions
l ike, "Why would anybody want to
make art? How do wc authenticate our
existence? Why do we even get up in
the morning?," says Meader.
Abbott Meader's films will be
But this is only the prologue. The
shown December 5 at Railroad final version of "Ec ho Mc," s t ill in
Square Cinema.
Continued page 12

Ellen Voigt to read poetr y
Ellen Bryant Voigt , the first poet to
read in this year 's Colby Visiting
Writers Series, will read from her
poetry this Thursday night , November
21st , at 8 P.M. in the Robinson Room
of the Miller Library.
Voigt is the author of two collections , CLAIMING KIN '(praised by
Stanley Kunitz for its "imaginative
maturity, ") and THE FORCES OF
PLENTY , published recently by the
W.W. Norton Company.
Voigt 's subject matters are family
and loss and the complex relationships
between women and men. She has a
gift for story-telling and for striking
images in her poems; her newer poems
are startlingly intelligent and filled with
emotional tension. She is a widelyknown poet, winner of grants from the
National Endowment and the John
Simon Guggenhim foundation , and
her poems have appeared in national
magazines like THE NEW YORKER
and THE ATLANTIC.

DAUGHTER

WHY SHE SA'YS NO

There is one grief worse than any
other.

Two friends at the close of summer.
On the path , the birds quicken.
While he talks ,
he strokes her arm in one direction
as if it had a nap of feathers.
How handsomely the heart 's valves
lie open for the bloodrush.
How her body also begins to open.
At the edge of the woods , they pass
goldenrod and lupin , the tall thin
weeds
supple as a whale's teeth
conducting the avid fish to the interior.

When your small feverish throat clogged, and quit ,
I knelt beside the chair on the green rug
and shook you and shook you,
but the only sound was mine shouting
you back,
the delicate curls at your temples,
the blue wool blanket ,
your face blue,
your jaw clamped against remedy—

how could I put a knife to that white
neck?
With you in my lap,
my hands fluttering like flags,
I b end instead over your dead weight
to administer a kiss .so urgent , so
ruthless,
pumping breath into your stilled body,
counting out the rhythm for how long
until
s
the second birth , the second cry
oh Jesus that sudden noisy musical
inhalation
Ellen Voight was born in the south that leaves me stunned
but now lives with her family in Ver- by your survival.
mont and is a visiting faculty member
in the M.F.A. program at Warren
—ELLEN BRYANT VOIGT
Wilson College.
from The Forces of Plenty

She is not the mouth , whatever you
think
.and even though she craves
this closeness, its rich transfusion.
Desire is the mouth , the manipulating
heart ,
the wing. Above her ,
the branches of the pines, their quilled expanse
blanketing the subtler vegetation.
-ELLEN BRYANT VOIGT
from The Forces of Plenty

Colby s newest singing group, "Off
Broadway, etc.", will . perform the
"Broadway Musical Review " on the
second floor of Roberts Union at 8
p.m. November 23 and 24.
The twenty-member group, formed
by Lauren Frazza , Patti Cirigliano ,
anything in the process. They've retain- and Melissa Ruff , was started to offer
ed the hard-edged bookless guitar riffs another 1 type of musical outlet to
reminiscent of earlier "Replacements" singers at Colby. "We've really tried
on a few of their songs , especially on to so dornething a little different with
"Dose of Thunder ," and "Lay It it ," said Frazza. "The music is really
Down , Clown." Yet oh the album
you 'll find more slow, acoustic songs
than usual. The "Swinging Party " and
"Here Comes a Regular" are beautiful
examples.
by Mike Bowlds
A good amount of hook-laden
The"Alarm " has grown up a lot
melodies creep out every now and then
since
their last major outing. Sarcastic
as well; in fact , they may even have a
old
music
critics once called them sell
hit with "Hold My Life" comparable
righteous
because they actually have
with their '84 single, "I Will Dare. "
, and are not afraid to speak out ,
beliefs
But regardless of this album 's chances
and sometimes the "Alarm " had been
of hitting the "big music scene," it 's
referred to as sloganeering because
a pretty safe bet that if you 're inthey write calchy tunes. This is missterested in forceful , melodic rock-n-roll
ing the point. The "Alarm " t ries lo
lhat is not of overproduced variety,
spea
k for young people everywhere in
you should enjoy the "Replacements'"
(heir strength and weaknesses , exal!
latest "Tim , " or, in fact , any of their
pressing hopes, fears , frustrations and
other four albums.
dreams.
Also worth the money:
The "Alarm " no longer goes by the
-The summer release by the "Meat
label
"punk '" which has picked up imPuppets "
ages of violence and negativity , They
-"REM 's" latest 12" EP recorded live
are an original rock band that can write
-b oth new releases by the
powerful and melodic songs in which
"Minutemen " and "Husker Du "
message and medium are inseparable.
And keep watch out for the "Violent
They
play them skillfull y and actually
Femmes "* long awaited album ,
sing well , a betrayal to those who think
scheduled for release in one week.
punk means only "Sex Pistols. "
Erdely, (aka Tommy Ramone), the
Critics sometimes automaticall y
"Replacements " continue in their
lump them with "U2" and "BigCountrend toward more "commercially acIry " because they are four young
cessible" music without sacrificing
ideallistic guys from the British Isles;

'Once Bitten ' not worth biting
Lately, finding a decent movie is like
finding a needle in a hay slack or getting an A in Japanese. It 's just nol
easy.
This fall the "Amadous " and
"Places in the Heart " of last year arc
notably missing with such lackluster
films as "Invasion USA ," "Dcathwish
3, " an d "Commando " crowding the
theaters.
In this same mediocre mode comes
"Once Bitten ," a kind of "Young
Frankenstein " with vampires. In
"Once Bitten , " the film industry is.trying to update a horror theme with
1980's lifestyles and youthful humor ,
Unfortunately, the movie is neither
funny nor interesting.
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Thursday

Music

:

"Pixote "
AV Room, Miller
7:00

Fr iday

Recital with:
Cynthia Lloyd , soprano;
Amy Bleakney, pianist;
" and Beth Gilroy, clarinet
Chapel , 8:O0

Saturday & Sunday

Reading—j
Po etry
¦
rf T

"Broadway Review "
Roberts Union

Ellen Bryant Voig
Robinson Room , Millet
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Meader

production , will take these ideas and
Says Meader , "People make art to
expand on them , thematically and project their spirituality, - their lifevisually. The title is a play on the force, in imagery . 'I make therefore I
Italian phrase "ecco mi ," meaning am. ' Descartes be damned. "
"here I arn , " and a t one point the hero rolls of film. Other images include litwill be seen as a waiter who serves tle figures put in Egyptian graves to
himself a spaghetti dinner of tangled wait on the dead in the next world.
They are called "ushabti" which also
means "here I am."
"Spem in alium " is about 11
minutes long and "Prologue"is about
20. Funding for both was provided in
•un and we've created a dinner-theater
part by the National Endowment for
atmosphere by serving desserts and
the Arts. If you miss the Railroad
coffee during the show.
Square opening they will also be shown
The show will feature songs from
at Colby, but not until next semester.
"West Side Story," "Annie," "Porgy
and Bess," "Chorusline ," and
"Grease," as well as many other Saturday, November 23
Broadway musicals. Tickets are $2 and
SiuJtnt J?iclia (
can either be reserved by calling Ruff , wlltt
G}u , f o eiweod. CtmxU * Canton . <P t t t \ Wc/ *.^ia ni 9«<j«Frazza or Cirigliano , or bought at the idt , and <Scoll i P t x - i y
Cofftcncuii '/:CO f j m
door .
lo t't f c t t c w t At'if a f i t i f o x m n n e t A/ £ c f l y tfuilax tniiiurfot. t a i l
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'Alarm ' grows with new album

Review

hy John Moore

"The Spirit of the Beehive r Lovejoy 10O

Off B 'way ' to p erf orm

Replacements fun
by Melissa McElhenny
So you haven 't heard of the
"Replacements" before? Would it help
to know that they 're a rock-n-roll band
out of Minneapolis? Or that the lead
guitarist Bob frequently wears a dress
on stage? or that the vocalist
sometimes has trouble standing up
throughout the concert , giving one the
impression that he's had a few too
many?...
Or maybe it would help to know that
the "Replacements" epitomize what
rock-n-roll is all about? Well-maybe
you really haven 't yet heard of the
"Replacements." Either way, one
think for sure is that these guys are not
some overrated , ex-hardcore band
who've managed to put out a few catchy, highly acclaimed tunes. By infusing intensity and humor into their
songs, written by lead singer Paul
Westerbury, they 've been able to produce a wide variety of extremely involving music.
Of course, the formula for their
music may be more simplistic than
that; they probably don 't even have
one. What they definitely do have is a
lot of fun , and if you know the
"Replacements " and have even seen
them iri concert , you have experienced a certain kind of excitement that only they can produce.
With the release of their latest
album , "Tim ," produced by Tommy
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"Once Bitten " is the story ol a
frustrated female vampire in search of
virgin blood. Much to the dismay of
the Countess , played by the sultry
L auren Hulton , the I980's lifestyle has
depleted the pool of acceptable candidates with very few virgins available ,
After a lengthy search the Countess
finds her victim , Mark Vcndall , played
by Jim Carrey.
However , the Countess must fighi
for her menl as Mark' s girlfriend is not
willing to give him up to the thirst y
vampire 's desires.
Whether Dracula meets Porky 's or
Porky 's meet s Dracula , "Once Bitten "
misses its mark. "Once Bitten " is
essentially a teen-flick within a vampire setting. When comedy is inter-

jected into ihis dry movie its effect is
feeble , illustrated by such witty lines
as "Did we wake up on the wrong side
of the coffin this morning. " Ostensibly
a comedy, "Once Bitten " just doesn 't
have the laughs as predictability and
boredom rule.
Despite the poor qualit y of "Once
Bitten ," all is not lost as ihc'Christmas
crush of movies should soon be released. On November 27 "Rocky IV"
opens , followed by "Out of Africa '
with Robert Bedford , and then 'M ewc,
of the Nile," the sequel to "Romancing the Stone. " Until the 27th the pickings will be slim indeed,

this is far too shallow a categorization.
The "Alarm " share certain values with
"U2" because the two bands grew up
together.
"Strength" is the album the
"Alarm " needed to write ; they 've
grown lyrically and musically. Their
first EP "The Alarm " introduced a
punk band who'd heard some folk
music. The "Declaration " album
received wide critical and popular appeal , but suffered from slight overproduction. The band had reached a
creative crossroads- They could either
continue to produce vague anthemic
rock which overuses the pronoun "we "
and depends too much on the audience 's sentiments coinciding with the
band' s own, or they could take risk in
trying to improve their writin g. Al this
point the band actually asked audiences at their live gigs what "ihey "
thought the "Alarm " should do next.
The result is "Strength, " an album
with lyrics that arc more personal and
concise , talkin g about love in a personal sense , not spiritual , as in
"Declaration. " The title results from
the overuse and misuse of the word
"love. " The band' s own music iden-

tity is also developing. Mike Peters
concentrates more 'on expressive singing and spends less time on harmonica
and guitar , Dave Sharp in turn has improved his electric guitar techni que.
The first t wo songs "Knifedge " and
"Strength" are two of the most hard
hittin g musically, as they turn heartbreak into desperate hope. ''Spirit ol
76" hearkens back to a t ime when
pu nk was just "us " never "them , "
uniting kids in friendship instead ol
dividing thein in haired , "Deeside "
wonders what can save a dwindlin g
Welsh shipyard , and "Faiher to Son
tries lo brid ge Ihe generalion gap,
"The day the Ravens Left the Tower "
is an eerie prophecy of the fall of the
emp ire thai picks up where the
"Deceiver " left off in warning not to
build castles on sand . Originally released ns a 12" singlc ,"Absolute Realit y "
is understandabl y the closest thing to
"Declaration " on the record , but the
prayer-like "Walk Forever By My
Side " docs recall "We are ihe light "
as it closes the album on a peaceful
nole of hone.

Stu-A f ilms reviewed
hy Doug Scnlise
"Beverly Hills Cop " stars Eddie
Murphy as a Detroit police detective
scourin g Ro d eo Dri ve for clues to th e
murder of a friend back home. This incredibly successfu l film functions to
provide Murphy with the opportunity
t o work a d ozen or so varia t ions on h i s
fam iliar and endearing routine: top
Whitcy. All of white America is a
classroom f or Fast Edd ie's crash cruise
In street smarts and larcenous oneu pmanshlp. His performance is
highlighted by his "su p er cop" story
to th e ch ief of t he Beverl y Hil l s p olice ,
the bananas in the tail pipe of the

cruiser sent to tail him, his repartee
with the rather effeminate employee at
the art museum, and simply his ability to keep the audience laughing
thcughout the film. He is a Little
Rascal playing Dirty Harry, an d winnin g. "Beverly Hills Cop" features an
excellen t soundtrack including Harold
Fullemc y cr 's "Axel's Theme. " Th e
fi lm- originally scheduled for this
week en d, "The Killin g Fields ", is going to be showing in April when Diph
Pron g , the man featured in the film ,
will be at Colby. "Beverly Hills Cop"
will be showing at V7 p.m. and 9:15
p.m., Friday an d Saturday nights.

Ban Chuan

ings against women are still very much
alive. No one is willing to admit that
he is a sexist , just as no one would admit to being a member of the Ku Klux
Klari.
3) The image of women has not
changed , that is, women are still being
regarded as sex objects and possessions
of men. In addition , she has today the
the burden of keeping the image of a
working-housewife-mother.
Approaching the problem of the
need for peace, we find very clearly not
only the idealism of Aristophanes, but
also his naiviety:
Commissioner: You will administer
the treasury?
Lysistrata: What 's so strange in
that? ' Don 't we administer the
household money for you? (from
Dickinson)
Arid again , when she illustrates the
problems of Athens with a tangled
bundle of wool. The play is littered
with idealism. Naive? I think so, but
a very refreshing point of view for
some of us who have been smothered
by old ideas repeatedly displaying
themselves in different forms. The
final peace accord which was so strongly stressed by Fitts is , however , an example of a forced solution , and by experience , a forced solution is as good
as no solution. But can it work for
once? Again, an illustration of today 's
attempts at accord is the present
Geneva arms convention. This, I
believe if it leads to a temporary settlement is, however a a forced solution
because there is no other way to take.
Humanity has no other path to turn to
other than the path of destruction.
Julien Brennan says that peace, if it
ever exists , will not be from fear of
war , but the desire for peace- Maybe
we can prove him wrong. Perhaps the
fear of war will grow into the even
greater force, that is the desire for
peace.

What do women know of war and
why should they bother with it?
Lysistrata: Yes we do, you damnable
hard-head! We have none of your
honours but we have more than double your sufferings by it. First of all
we bear sons whom you send to war,
(from Dickinson)
Child bearing is perhaps the riskiest in
vestment , as numerous wars have proven. The glamour of the military service also plays a part in making this investment a risky one.
Aristophanes attempts to illustrate
the power of women , and he does so
successfully, yet he casts women in the
light of sex objects just as strongly. Toda y, the situation is no different ,
advertisements are a major culprit in
this area. Advertisements , however, accentuate the abilities of women by using them for corporate profits. This at-

tempt of Aristophanes to illustrate the
power of women is, I see one of the
major contradictions of the play. Sex
as a powerfu l weapon for women to
wield , yet it was also their weakness.
Why not , we are all human? This , I
think ,' is a false assumption to make
but it is one that is reached by me from
the play. Perhaps , some may say, th at
this assumption was reached because
of the Colby version of the play , but
the same conclusion was also reached
from the translation by Dickinson. The
role of women is constantly hampered
by this image. Much as I would like
women to be as human as possible , I
would be making the assumption
which I just labeled as false. Yet ,
Aristophanes recognizes that there is

have for women, that is, pure, brutal ,
physical action was not used against
them . I am glad that ,(some may argue
otherwise , and because it is so, that in
this sense we are more barbaric that ancient Greece), that this "reverence" is
still existant in today 's society.
On to South Africa. Read Lysistrata
to them. Let them watch the play and
see if they will be psyched enough to
have a Lysistrata. Who knows , the
women , black or white , in South
Africa may succeed where the sanctions have not. Come on you gals ,

j Millers Beverage Barn
25 Front St., Waterville
873-6228

an underlying feeling of respect and
almosl reverence that men (not al l)
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there is a Lysistrata in all of you ! You
may be successful where the guys have
not. Siswe Bansi may be dead , but
Lysistrata surcas hell isn 't!
No, these events as depicted by
Aristophanes, can not and will not
happen , be it in Greece, ancient or
otherwise , or anywhere else in the
world. It is not the actual actions of
the women that are important , but the
meanings behind them. It is time to
rethink our roles—as men and women
alike and also to rethink the image of
women—by men as well as women.
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Michigan looks like team to beat

College hoops pre-season top ten pick s

by Rick Hastings
1. Michigan
The Wolverines return all five
starters from last year's Big Ten champions. They put together a school
record 17-game winning streak , and
th ere 's no reason to suspect that they
couldn 't do it again.
Six foot eleven inch Roy Tarpley, the
reigning Big Ten MVP , will start at
center for Bill Freider 's club. He
averaged 19 points and 10 rebounds a
game last year.
The backcourt is sound , as sharpshooting Gary Grant , 13.4 ppg , readies
for his sophomore season. Six foot five
inch Antoine Joubert always seems to
get the big hoop when it 's needed most.
Richard Rellford and Butch Wade ,
a Boston area high school star , are
back as forwards.
This team was ranked second for

much of last season. They 're better this
year, and there 's only one place to go.
2. Syracuse
Jim Boeheim 's. Orangemen return
four of their five regulars from last
year 's team. Only forward Andre
Hawkins, the designated fouler , is
gone.
Syracuse's strength is at guard. Pearl
Washington , 16.4 ppg and 188 assists,
can dominate the tempo of any game.
Word is that he has learned to play
under control. Off guard Michael
Brown is a steady player who can also
score a little , as his 9.6 average of a
year ago will attest.
Center Rony Seikaly has improved .
Wendell Alexis replaces the departed
Hawkins at one forward slot , and
Rafael Addison , 18.4 ppg , will man the
other.
The Orangemen don 't appear to
have any weaknesses , and their tough
Big East schedule will help to prepare
them for post-season pb.y.
3. Georgia Tech
This year's Yellow Jacket team is an
improved version of the one that took
on Georgetown .'n- a regional final
game last year.
The backbrne of the club is six foot
guard Mark Price, who averaged 17
points pe: game last season. Bruce
Dalrymp le, 12.9 ppg, joins him in the
backcourt.

Seven foot senior John Salley, who
-will be one of the NBA's top five picks
next year, will be the center. Dxiane
Ferrel and redshirt Willie Reese man
the forward spots. What about depth? ,
you ask. How about seven foot Antoine Ford? He can play any of the
¦frontcourt positions.
Georgia Tech has the experience ,
leadership, and coaching in Bobby
Cremins, to go a long way.
4. Georgetown
¦
For the first time in four years , the
Hoyas may not be the team to beat in
the East. They won 't be pushovers by
any stretch of the imag ination ,
however. They've lost that big guy who
is playing for the Knicks-now, b u t they
still have some guns.
For starters, try David Wingate , 12.4
ppg , and Reggie Williams , 1 1.9 ppg,
as swing men.
Michael Jackson may be the best
point guard that nobody has ever heard
of. He averaged almost three assists per
game more than the more publicized
Pearl in Syracuse. .
Either Ralph Dalton , who must be
close to forty years old by now, or
Grady Mateen will replace Ewing.
Where have you gone Michael
Graham?
For depth , you can add Horace
Broadnax and Perry McDonald.
These players are accustomed to

by Bill Donahue
Kevin Farley finished his outstanding collegiate cross country career
Saturday with a fourteenth place finish
at the Division III New England
Championships. Farley covered the
five mile Southeastern Massachusetts
University course in 25:04 to lead his
teammates to a fift h place finish
among 31 teams.
Farley was aiming to qualify for the
National Championships , where he

earned All-American honors last
season. According to Coach Jim
Wescott , Farley was in contention until the last quarter mile of the rain soaked course but ultimatel y missed
qualification by a scant five seconds.
Phil Thornton and Bill Derry finished almost together in forty-first and
forty-seventh , respectively, to finish second and third for the Colby thinclads.
Freshman Tim Fisher , who finished
hot on Derrv 's heels in forty-eighth

place, had what Wescott termed "the
strongest individual performance ".
Fisher said , "I raced well on this
course earlier in the season and went
into the race with confidence. " He attributed much of his success to his
training partner , Toby Yos.
Thornton , who ran with Fisher for
much of the race, was surprised by
Fisher 's strong performance. "He was
looking pretty shabby there for a couple of weeks," he said , referrin g to

playing under pressure. They 'll want
to prove thai Ewing wasn't the whole
show , also. They are not a group to be
taken lightly :
5. Nortn Carolina
The Tar Heels can start 248 inches
of basketball player in the front court
this se ison, with six foot eleven inch
Brad Daugherty, 16.7 ppg and 9.7 rpg,
at center , six foot ten inch Joe Wolf
at one forward, and six eleven Warren
Martin at the other.
The backcourt is also solid with the
exciting Kenny Smith at the point and
Steve Hale, 10.6 ppg, playing the off
guard .
Any Dean Smith coached team is
dangerous , but one with this much
physical ability must really be watched. The fact that they 're not even considered the best ACC team really says
something about Georgia Tech.
6. Kentucky
Eddie Sutton has left Arkansas , and
now will be doing his coaching in Rupp
Arena. Kentucky 's tradition is great ,
but so are their present players.
Senior Kenny Walker may be the
best all-around player in the country.
He averaged 23 points and 10 rebounds
per game last season. He is already betler than former teammate Sam Bowie
ever was, and Bowie was the NBA' s second pick two years ago.
Winston Bennet , Ed Davender ,

Roger Harden , and James Blackrrion
all have the talent and experience 'to
push the Wildcats over the top
7. Louisville
The Cardinals have something to
prove after last year 's 19-18 disaster.
Milt Wagner is one of the best in the
nation. He starts at one guard , opposite Jeff Hall , a dead eye shooter.
Billy Thompson , 15.1 ppg and 8.4
roe. mans one forward. Steadv Mark
McSwain will play the other.
Louisville must find a center in order
to have a legitimate shot at the title.
Watch for Denny Crum to use Kevin
Walls a little this year. He was injured
last season , but when healthy averaged 44.8 points a game in high school.
8. Duke
Coach Mike, excuse me, Kuzyzewski
will look to All-American guard
Johnny Dawkins to improve upon his
Page 15

Harriers make good showing at New Engla nds

Fisher 's midseason slump.
"It was a humbling performance. "
Mark Pagnano and Hans Hagen
were the next Colby thinclads to cross
Despite the team 's disappointment
the line. They finished in sixty-fourth
and sixty-fi ft h , respectively. Hagen ¦with its performance, the thinclads
was running almost even with Farley respect for their captain remained unfor the first three miles but a stomach tainted. Mike M isner, who went to the
cramp sapped his energy and he fad- meet as a reserve but did not run ,
ed. After the race , he assessed the restrained his tears as he said , "It has
team 's performance. "Fift h place is been an honor and an inspiration to be
good but we wanted to do better ," he near Kevin Farley all these years. He
said. Thornton concurred as he said. definitely has the right stuff. "

Winter sports home schedules
MEN'S BASKETBALL
November 25 vs. UMPI at 7:30
29 vs. .Tuft's at 8:00
30 vs. Suffolk at 2:00
December 7 vs. Brandeis at 3:00
13 vs. Salem State at 7:00
January
4 Colby .Invitational
Tournament
5 Colby Invitational
Tournament
9 vs. Bates at 7:00
14 vs. Babson at 7:30
24 vs. Williams at 8:00
25 vs. Amherst at 3:00
31 vs. Middlebury at 8:00
Febuary 1 vs. Norwich at 1:30
22 vs. Bowdoin at 7:30

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
November 29 vs. Tufts at 5:45
December 31 vs. Salem State at 5:30
Januar y 9 vs. Bates at 5:30
11 vs. Gordon at 2:00
17 vs. Plymouth State at
4:00
28 vs. UMF at 7:00
Febuary 1 Colby Division III

Tourne y
Tourney

2 C ol by Divisi on III
5 vs. St. Joseph at 7:00
22 vs. Bowdoin at 5:30

MEN'S HOCKEY
November 24 vs. Trinity at 1:00
29 vs. U. Mass Boston at
7:00
30 vs. Univ. of Connecticut
at 3:00
December 5 vs. Bowdoin at 7:00
January 13 vs. AIC at 7:00
14 vs. AIC at 7:00
24 vs. Williams at 6:30
25 vs. Holy Cross at 7:00
31 vs. Middlebury at 7:00
February 1 vs. Norwich at 3:00
13 vs. St. Anslcm 's at 7:30
20 vs. Merrimack at 7:00
22 vs. Connecticut College
at 3:00
WOMEN'S HOCKEY
January 8 vs. Dartmouth at 6:30
20 vs. Providence at 3:30
2? vs. Bowdoin at 7:00
Febuary 7 vs. Brown at 7:00
8 vs. Northeastern at 2:00
12 vs. UNH at 7:00
MEN'S TRACK
January 11 Colby Relays at 11:00
WOMEN' S TRACK
January 11 Colby Relays nt 11:00
Febuary 8 vs. Smith at 1:00
March 8-9 ECAC Championships
(pending qualification)

MEN'S SWIMMING .
December 7 vs. Bridgewater State at
2:00
January 11 vs. Bates at 3:00
17 vs. Middlebury at 7:30
18 vs. Norwich at 1:00
25 vs. Clark at 1:00
Febuary 12 vs. Bowdoin at 3:30

WOMEN'S SWIMMING
December 7 vs. Bridgewater State at
2:00
January 17 vs. Middlebury at 7:30
18 vs. Norwich at 1:00
22 vs. Salem State at 6:00
25 vs. Clark at 3:00
Febuary 8 vs. Tufts at 2:00
12 vs. Bowdoin at 6:30

MEN'S SQUASH
December 2 vs. Bowd oin at 3:00
Januar y 18 vs. Amherst , Bowd oin at
2:00
Febuary 15 vs. Bnbson at 2:00

WOMEN 'S SQUASH

December 4 vs. Bowdoin at 3:00
Febuary 12 vs. Bates at 3:00
22 vs. Smith fit 11:00
22 vs. Amherst at 1:00

Sport s qui z

Hoops
19 ppg average of a year ago.
Tom Arrraker is an underrated
playmaker. Jay Bilas, Mark Alarie,
and David Henderson are all quality
returners for the Blue Devils.
, Duke has been waiting for these
players to mature for four years. If this
isn 't their year, it may never come.
9. Memphis State
The Tigers return four starters from
last year 's Final.Four club. They 've
lost only Keith Lee, who hurt them as
much as he helped them with his foulprone style-of play.
The center of attention this time
around will be junior William Bedford .
He should really blossom without
Lee around.
Guard Andre Turner is a jitterbug
who can penetrate and score, or dish
off. Vincent Askew will start at the
other guard spot. Baskerville Holmes,
captain of the All-Name team, averaged 10 points and six rebounds a year
ago.
The Tigers haven 't really found a
capable replacement for Lee yet.
Unless they do, their chances of going
all the way will be limited. They still
have enough talent , however, to win
some big games.
10. Navy
The Midshipmen led the Division
1-A last year in field goal percentage.
They return all five starters from a
team that advanced to the second
round of the 'NCAA playoffs.
The frontcourt will be great , with
David Robjnsdn , 23.6 ppg and 11.6
rpg, at center , Vern Butler , 18.4 and
9.1 , at one forward , and Kylor
Whitaker , 13.6 ppg , at the other.
Guards Cliff Rees and Doug Wojcik
know their roles—get the ball to the big
men.
Navy men will not sneak up on
anyone this year, as they did last
season. What they will do is overpower
a lot of teams.

I received such an unexpected positive response from last week's quiz that
I've decided to try another. Now, hooks and notebooks on the floor...

1. The United States Dog Mushers Hall of Fame is located in:
A. Brent Mushburger 's backyard
B. Alaska .
.
C. The Waterville Armory
D. Paul Mooney and Andy Spirito 's room
2. What beer presents an award to the NFL's outstanding offensive and defensive linemen?
A. Old Milwaukee
B. Red White and Blue
C. Budweiser
D. Amstel Light
3. What happened for the last time in the year 392?
A. Nobody threw up over the weekend in the Dana bathroom
B. The ancient Olympic Games were played
C. A good sportsquiz was printed
D. Denis Foley changed his sheets
4. What sport is the magazine "Bird Chatter " devoted to?
A. Hunting
B. Bird Watching
C. Synchronized Swimming
D. Badmitton
5. How long before a Woodsmen 's Carnival Tree Falling Contest must an axman sign in ?
A. one week
B. one hour
C. at birth
D. after developing his first blister
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Schubert , "Die Verschworencn. "
Lloyd will also perform art songs
which consist of poems by Victor
H ugo , sel lo the music of Faure. Accompanists will include: A m y
Bleakncy, piano ; and Beth Gilroy .
clarinet.
A s a final note , Lloyd comments ,
"It 's always nice lo sing for people instead of empty chairs. " The conccri 1
will be given Friday . 8:00 in the1
Chapel.
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Recital

M

6. Where had the National Cow Calling Contest been held since 1949?
A. at the Better Buy Barn
B. Texas
C. on the television set of Hee-Haw
D. in Robin Leach's apartment
7. How long is the World Championship Turkey Race?
A. 10k
B. until the day before Thanksgiving
C. 200 feet
D. from Damascus to Istanbul
8. What did Don Larsen 's wife do the day he pitched his World Series perfect
game ?
. '"
A. celebrate with the rest of the family
B. file for divorce
C. spend a quiet evening at home
D. climb Mt. Everest
9. What sporting organization is abbreviated as USARFU?
A. water polo
B. United States of America Rugby Football Union
C. the Unshaven Sons against the Russian Frisbee Union
D. croquet
10. Who said , when waived by the Indiana Pacers, "when everything is said
and done, I'll only be the answer, to a trivia question " ?
A. George McGinnis
B. Paul Wagner
'
C. Wayman Tisale
.
D. The Colts
voi 86 as yt
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J Roast Beef & Cheese Sub |
special $1.89
j
j
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j
j
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$1.00 off any 15"
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EXP . Dec. 1 , 1985
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Thanksgiving is a time to enjoy the

from nature 's finest items, rich
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Free j /j
Cokes |fc |

TWO Free 16 oz. Cokes j
|
with any pizza.
•
j
one coupon per blzza.
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Expto8.
I
Of fer good at participating locations.
j
Customer pays applicable sales tax
and bottle deposit.
j
! Customer Name
Address
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Free
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«L«_mv Four Free 16 oz. cokes ^
^ "1=1
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with any large pizza
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Buy any 16" one-item pizza
' u~
T~Z3t One coupon per pizza.
" ' ¦ »¦
.
and
four 16 oz, Cokes
'
for only $7.50.
Expires: 12/4/85
!
\
Customer pays applicable sales tax
Fast, Free Delivery™
and bottle deposit.
One coupon per pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
I
Faet, Free Delivery r,
Offer good at part icipating locations.
(
Qood only; 12/2/85 ¦ 12/3/85
on Monday and Tuesday
|
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Offer good at part.c.pallng locations.
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Buy any 16" one-item pizza
and four 16 oz. Cokes
for only $7.50.
Custo mer pays app licab le sales ta x
and bottle deposit.
.
One coupon per pizza.
Fast, Free Delivery 1M
Good only: 11/25/85 ¦11/2 6/85
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offor good at partldlpetlnfl locatl ons; |
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Cu8tomer Name
Address

on Monday and Tuesday
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